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ABSTRACT
Behavioral science research has indicated that the
problem of man-caused forest fires is an aspect of the
social and cultural systems of human groups.

This

study was designed to test the relationships of beliefs
concerning fire and selected variables in a forest environ
ment .
It was hypothesized that belief in periodic burning
of forests and forest range land would be associated with
cattle ownership according to the cultural legacy of open
range and the use of fire to prepare range land for cattle
grazing, with negative image of forestry personnel, and
with low rates of interaction.

It was also hypothesized

that belief in customary nonregulated woods burning would
be associated with cattle ownership, negative image, and
interaction.
The study was designed in the framework of social
action theory, postulating two social subsystems, rural
forest residents and U. S. Forest Service, and discussing
the data in the framework of four structural categories
of social systems, i.e., goal attainment activity,
patterns of adaptation, pattern maintenance variables,
and social integration.
Data were collected in 1963 from 121 forest
ix

residents in a Louisiana National Forest by means of
personal interviews.

The data were processed and

coded, and an IBM Electronic Computer was employed
in the analysis.

The relationship between variables

was measured with the Chi-square test for association.
It was found that belief in customary burning
persisted to a greater extent among cattle owners than
nonowners even though two-thirds of the owners no
longer held the belief.

Negative image of forestry

personnel was found to be partially associated with
belief in customary burning.

This relationship was

found for respondents who ranked the ranger low in
prestige, but not for respondents who evaluated
negatively the work expectations of the Ranger,
Contrary to the hypothesis, belief in the neces
sity of periodic burning was found to be more
characteristic of nonowners than of cattle owners.

It

was concluded that this finding represented differential
rates of contact of owners and nonowners with forestry
personnel.

Such contact for cattle owners functioned

as a mechanism exposing them to Forest Service norms
opposing indiscriminate range burning.
On the basis of these results, it is concluded
that significant social change has occurred in the

x

cultural system of rural forest residents in the
direction of closer correspondence with Forest
Service policies.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to test hypotheses
concerning cultural and social patterns relative to the
problem of forest fire causation.

The hypotheses are

derived from theoretically constructed relationships
between variables common to a forest environment.

5$C

The research was addressed to the problem of mancaused forest fires which at present rates of occurrence
are intolerable concerning effective forest productivity
and utilization.

The problematic nature of forest fires

is apparent after an examination of fire statistics for
the years 1951-1960.^

For the 10 year period, an annual

national average of nearly 97,000 fires was reported on
lands under protection from fire by public or private
agencies.
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In the South, there were slightly over 61,000

forest fires annually, representing 63 per cent of all
forest fires occuring on protected lands in the nation
during the 10 year period.

On a yearly average, the

incidence of forest fires on protected lands in Louisiana
represented 12 per cent of all forest fires in the South.

As used in this study, forest environment refers to
the patterns of culture and social interaction in addition
to the physical, geographic, demographic, and climatological characteristics of a forested area.

The annual economic cost of the loss of timber .resources
in the United States is estimated at 100 million dollars of
which 35 million dollars, or 35 per cent, represents the
timber resource loss in the S o u t h W h e n this is added to
the 45 million dollars spent annually on fire control^ in the
South*s 11 state pine region, the total cost to the South
due to forest fires comes to approximately SO million
d o l l a r s , o r SO per cent of the total economic loss of timber
resources sustained by the nation.
Other social costs result from forest fires than merely
the economic loss of timber resources.

Society also loses

the advantages of vast recreational acreage.

Both wildlife

and wildlife habitat are damaged or destroyed entirely.
With the denudation of land of its timber, range grasses,

and legumes, watershed protection and soil conservation
measures are severely impaired and heavy soil and water
resource damage may result.^

Social benefits deriving

from forestry are also lost.

The major loss occurs in the

employment potential of workers directly involved in logging
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and workers involved in wood-product i n d u s t r i e s It is important to note, notwithstanding the seemingly
gigantic dimensions of damage and destruction cited above,
that approximately 91 per cent of all fires which occurred
in the United States over the 10 year period, 1951 I960,

were man-caused.

In the South, the percentage of man-

caused fires for the same period was 9$ Per cent, and, in
Louisiana, 99 per cent of forest fires were classified as
man-caused.
In the United State^ the South, and Louisiana,
respectively, deliberately set fires (incendiary) accounted
for 20 per cent, 39 per cent, and 63 per cent of all fires.
Together, incendiary, debris burning, and smoker fires
accounted for 70 per cent, 80 per cent, and 83 per cent
of all fires in the three areas.

Stated in another way, in

the United States, the South, and Louisiana, respectively,
only 9 per cent, 2 per cent, and 1 per cent of all forest
fires were beyond man's preventive control, that is, fires
that were caused by lightning.
An increasing priority of concern on the part of forest
administrators is evidenced over the fact that fire setters
are not, as was once suspected, "dying out," thereby reduc
ing naturally the source of fire causation.

This older

explanation, on the part of some a hope, has been proved
incorrect due primarily to erroneous assumptions concerning
human behavior.

Intentional fire-setting behavior is not a

manifestation of an innate or unique trait of some, individuals
and not of others, but it is a manifestation of specifiable
cultural patterns to which individuals have been socialized.

From the sociological point of view, therefore, fire
occurrence patterns will vary according to cultural definitions
in a forest area rather than by removal of individuals known
to be fire setters.
In this connection, forest administrators have had to
re-evaluate their attempts to change cultural definitions
of fire use with public education and other programs where
success is measured by decreased rates of forest-fire
incidence.

Re-evaluation has been necessary because forest

fire rates have remained unacceptable high.

The following

discussion will serve to provide in greater detail an expla
nation of the significance of the problem of man-caused
forest fires.
THE BACKGROUND AND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
The beginning of natural resource conservation programs
coincided in general with the realization that the supply of
natural resources in this country was not unlimited.

The

vast cutover forest areas of the Great Lakes states, the
Northwest region, and parts of the South were the result of
the general belief through the first decades of the twentieth
century that forest resources were virtually boundless.

The

actual recognition that it was entirely possible to deplete
timber resources was a primary basis for initial attempts
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at conservation in forest areas.

Emergence and Function of U. S. Forest Service
Origin.

The origin of the U. S. Forest Service may

be said to have derived from governmental intervention in
the unrestricted removal of timber resources from the land.
The basis of a National Forest system rests upon the reserva
tion of lands from the public domain by "Presidential
&
proclamation under the act of March 3 , 1391” •
The Forest
Service was created in 1905 to administer the forest
reserves which previously were under the jurisdiction of
the Department of Interior.^

Since that time, most of the

National Forest lands have been purchased under the authori
zation of the Weeks Law (1911 and amended in 1924) which
allowed the government to purchase lands for the protection
of both watersheds and navigable streams and for timber
production.
The ultimate results of the creation of a National
Forest system were relatively unanticipated by the founders
and early organizers of the Forest Service.

Through the

1930's, the primary consideration of the Forest Service was
conservation— defined as resource utilization and maintenance
rather than preservation— and rehabilitation.^^
Contemporary policy.

Reflecting a combination of

6
progress in forest development, management, and protection
over three decades, as well as increased pressures of
utilization by the forest public (described here as all
forest users), the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act of
I960 was formally set forth*

In the first place, according

to the dual policies outlined in this concept, a sustained
yield of timber resources implies a perpetual supply of raw
timber for the wood-product needs of the country*

The repre

sentatives of the private enterprises of the logging industry
have also realized the value of a sustained-yield policy;
consequently, much of their land holdings are so managed
that a continuous supply of timber sources is assured.
In the second place, a policy of multiple use is now
characteristic of the development and administration of the
country*s National Forest system*

According to this concept,

"National Forests are established and administered for
outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed, and wildlife
and fish purposes," as well as for the development and
management of the renewable surface resources of the forests
for multiple use and sustained yields of the products and
services obtained therefrom*"^

This pattern is in sharp

contrast to a policy of timber conservation above.
The development of a dual administrative policy,
multiple use-sustained yield, may be interpreted as a

rational concern of an urbanized society for one type of
its several and necessary natural resources.

Significantly,

these programs were not developed by the Forest Service in
isolation from the needs of the society of which it is a
part.

Rather they were developed and articulated in an

effort to supply structural space for increased pressures
brought on the National Forest system by its public.

This

program allows the Forest Service, therefore, to administer
and manage in a rational and scientific manner the forest'
areas of the United States under its jurisdiction according
to the demands and pressures for differential utilization of
National Forest space.
Although we may describe the multiple use-sustained
yield program as developing from utilization demands, the
actual communication of such a program to society has further
resulted in new increased pressures for forest utilization
by new forest users.

In short, greater structural space is

now visible to additional segments of society.
In light of the above developments, one of the greatest
deterrents to the successful attainment of the goals of
forest utilization and productivity, as determined by the
Forest Service, is the continuing high rate of fire occur
rence which exists in conjunction with current pressures for
all types of forest uses.

There is no question that a

serious fire can destroy in a matter of hours the cumulative
results of reforestation, management, and protection that
have progressed over several decades.

Consequently, in an

effort to prevent and suppress fires, an extensive fire
prevention research program has been inaugurated during
the last two decades.
Developing research emphasis.

Initially, forest fire

research activity was centered upon such technical consider
ations as the characteristics and behavior of fire under
varying conditions— climatic, fire-hazard level, fuel type,
and correct suppression techniques.

In addition to these

variables which influence the class of forest fires, there
has developed a realization that fire causation is associated
with cultural and social patterns characteristic of forest
users.

Consequently, a new area of emphasis in forest fire

research has developed, namely, the area of fire prevention
research.

Fire prevention is a specialized forestry term

with reference to those activities directed at reducing
the incidence of fires by such means as public education,
law enforcement, personal contact, and reduction of fuel
hazards.

The accumulation of systematic knowledge in this

area has been largely due to the work of social science
research specialists including psychologists, public

administration specialists, political scientists, and
12
sociologists.
Problem of This Study
The Forest Service has developed an extensive classi
fication scheme according to which any forest fire may be
described as the result of a specific type of cause.
(See Figure I).

According to foresters all but those fires

caused by lightning are considered man-caused, that is,
given the present state of knowledge man has not yet devised
a means whereby he can prevent fires that are the result of
lightning.

Theoretically, all other fires are man-caused
i

and can be prevented given the discovery of more effective
means of social control over forest users and technical con
trol over certain types of machinery and equipment used in
forested areas.
This study is an analysis of factors associated with
fires which are classified as incendiary by the Forest Ser-«*
vice.
fires.

This excludes by definition all other man-caused
However, further delimitation is required.

Several

reasons have been identified as the bases for setting fires
on land other than one*s own.

Some research has identified

the claim of rural forest residents that woods burning will
kill or drive off insects, predatory animals such as wolves,

10
FIGURE I
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM OF CAUSES OF FOREST FIRES

Cause

Incendiary

Debris Burning

Smoker
Camper

Logging

Railroad

Lightning
Miscellaneous

Definition

A fire willfully set by anyone to burn
vegetation on property not owned or
controlled by him and without con
sent of the owner or his agent.
A fire spreading from any fire originally
set for the purpose of clearing land,
or for rubbish, garbage, range,
stubble, or meadow burning.
A fire caused by smoker’s matches, or by
burning tobacco in any form.
A fire that was started for cooking or
for providing light and warmth and
that spreads sufficiently from its
source to require action by a fire
control agency.
A fire except one caused by smokers as a
result of all activities connected
with the harvesting or processing of
wood for use or sale.
A fire resulting from maintenance of the
right-of-way or construction or opera
tion of a common-carrier railroad.
A fire caused directly or indirectly by
lightning.
A fire of known cause that cannot be pro
perly classified under any of the
other seven standard causes.

Source: Glossary of Terms Used in Forest Fire Control
(Washington: AgriculturalTlandbook No ."T04 , forest Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, I 956 .)
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and pests such as snakes.^

Whether or not fire actually

functions thusly, it is important to note if a rural forest
public defines woods burning as a condition for removing
nuisance animals and pests from their environment, they will
act as though the belief were correct in fact according to
a well-known sociological principle.
Two other factors are considered to be major causes of
incendiarism.

In the first place, there is malicious burning

undertaken with an intent to destroy based on motivations
such as "spite" or "revenge" of small rural land owners or
tenants against large landholders, whether industrial or
absentee l a n d o w n e r s A n o t h e r major cause of incendiarism
is that of setting fire to land other than one's own, a
cultural.pattern that has been established in conjunction
with the practice of grazing cattle on forest range land.
This report will deal specifically with the latter two
factors and their hypothetical association with forest
incendiarism.
The major focus of this study, therefore, is to analyze
the social and cultural patterns which underly the use and
causes of certain types of forest fires in a local National
Forest environment.

The relative persistence of traditional

cultural patterns on the part of rural forest residents
regarding the use of fire is of major concern to the Forest

12
Service, inasmuch as these patterns are frequently incon
sistent with the programs of reforestation, forest management
and protection sanctioned by the Service.

The accumulation

of systematic knowledge in this area, therefore, may result
in the formulation of new measures or the modification of
older measures concerning action programs, public relations,
and patterns of interaction between Forest Service personnel
and rural forest residents toward the end of further reducing
the incidence of incendiary fires.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Cooperative research projects between the Forest Service
and social scientists have been few, although the number of
studies is slowly increasing.

Two specific periods of

research activity may be identified, the late 1930's and
early 1940*s, and the early 1960's to date.

These research

efforts into the human behavioral aspects of fire causation
have been conducted by social scientists of several disci
plines.

The interest and concern of some foresters for the

problem of fire prevention was evident even prior to the
first period of research activity.

Some foresters at that

time (prior to the late 1930*s) implicitly recognized the
association of cultural patterns with the fire-setting
behavior of rural forest residents.

Writing in the technical

journal for fire control research, Fire Control Notes.
White stated his understanding that much of the fire
setting problem in the low economic status communities
was culturally determined.

His own plan was to communi

cate by ethical appeal to the residents that the burning
of forests was wrong.

This was to be accomplished by

encouraging rangers to associate with ministers in local
communities.

By winning them over to the point of view

of professional foresters, White felt that the ministers
could develop the consciences of rural people to the extent
that they would equate burning with wrong and, therefore,
not persist in their fire-setting b e h a v i o r . ^

Fraser

(1937 ) pointed out "experience has shown that in most
cases the value of burning to the confirmed burner lies
in his conception of the benefits he derives from a grazing,
mining, or hunting standpoint," regardless of the conse
quences.

Fraser advocated law enforcement as a strong

preventive m e a s u r e . ^
Early Period (1936-1942)
The basic understanding exhibited by Forest Service
officials ultimately led to the employment by the Forest
Service of a psychologist (Shea) to carry on research in
the area of fire prevention.

Shea perceived his role as

that of studying human beings who caused fires rather than

fire itselfo

His starting point was adopted from guide

lines previously stated by Forest Service officials„
Essentially, the point of reference for the organization
of his research program was that if a fire prevention
program is to be successful and result in a reduced number
of man-caused forest fires, it would be necessary to
go beyond the simple belief that people are careless,
indeed, that it is important to discover ninfluences which
made people careless in some ways and not in others, to
discuss what habits and attitudes result in carelessness
with fire, and how such habits get started„n^
Under the direction of Shea, with the cooperation of
Forest Service administrators, three field studies were
begun in 1933c

The first report of research was by Curtis,

who studied from the psychological viewpoint factors
influencing fire occurrence in a Kentucky National Forest„
Curtis’ report represents the pioneer attack of social
science efforts to uncover human factors associated with
fire causation0

The subjects of his research were residents

who lived in or adjacent to Cumberland National Forest,
Kentuckyo

The general purpose was to discover the

characteristic attitudes of these forest residents toward
the forest which they used0

During the field study, the

researcher divested himself of association with the Forest

Service because of the negative influence expected if the
respondents knew of the association.

Contacts were made

by providing rides for walkers, by spending time in court
house yards speaking with residents who habitually spent
much time there, and by visits to small rural stores seeking
interviews with casual "hangers about",

Curtis eventually

identified 22 favorable factors toward the Forest Service
and 19 unfavorable factors.

For example, one item, "belief

in the necessity of burning as an agricultural technique,"
was reported by Curtis as having been referred to 735 times
throughout the course of his interviewing.
With a rural sociological viewpoint, Kaufman studied
the cultural bases of the problem of.reforestation in the
Clark National Forest in the Missouri O z a r k s . ^

He

described the existence of traditional folkways influencing
behavior harmful to forest development.

Chief among these

harmful practices were periodic woods burning, cutting
second growth timber before it was mature, and unrestricted
grazing of livestock on forest range lands.

The problem

of fire itself was so extensive, he discovered, as to cause
the feeling among some foresters that suppression costs
over a period of years would be greater than the worth of
the mature timber.

The first specific purpose of Kaufman's study was
to explain the behavior of rural forest residents toward
their forest environment and, second, to make recommenda
tions regarding propaganda techniques and public education
by which unfavorable behavior in the forest environment
could be changedo

Kaufman designated his conceptual

frame of reference as "cultural conflict" and "social
change".

Cultural conflict was defined "as the opposition

of new reforestation institutional ways to old forest
folkways".

Social change was defined as the diminishing

significance of older folkways in regard to forestry
practices and the assimilation of new reforestation
beliefs and practices based upon the impact of the Forest
Service in the area.--As in the Curtis study, attitudes
were postulated as the motivational construct of behavior
favorable or unfavorable toward reforestation.
The behavior of the indigenous forest residents toward
their forest environment was explained by the identification
of major unfavorable attitudes and major favorable attitudes
toward the reforestation program in the area.

Major

unfavorable attitudes centered upon the perception of
forest residents that:

Forest Service regulations

represented a trend toward dictatorial government;
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reforestation was too costly; fire trespass laws were in
opposition to traditional customs; laws would be applied
to government owned land; they might be dispossessed from
their homestead; there was dislike of Forest Service
20
personnel; and there was fear of law enforcement.
Kaufman*s analysis also led to the classification
of the following favorable attitudes toward the reforest
ation program.

It was felt that the intervention of the

Forest Service in the area would provide employment for
local residents because of the restoration of the forest
to a profitable industry.

In addition, construction of

roads, conservation of soil, protection of wildlife, and
protection of property from fire and other fire control
benefits were seen as advantages accruing to rural people
because of the reforestation program.

Finally, recog

nition of future benefits were reported particularly
concerning the value of reforestation for following
21
generations of residents* kinsmen.
Kaufman*s data
concerning cultural patterns and attitudinal configura
tions of indigenous forest residents may be interpreted,
finally, as a ’’question of free and unrestricted use
22

versus controlled management of forest resources.”

...■The third field study organized under the supervision
of Shea was directed by Homer Anderson.

23
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Anderson’s

u
study was centered in the National Forests of Montana,
ft

As a participant observer for several months in the area
where he posed as a school superintendent and sportsman,
Anderson focused his attention upon the discovery of facts
regarding public opinion toward the Forest Service,

Research

guidelines were provided by questions to which the Forest
Service desired answers, including understanding careless
acts (throwing away burning cigarettes, leaving camp fires
unattended, etc.) in relation to the possible destruction
of forests; the impact of fire prevention programs upon
reducing the number of man-caused fires in the area; and,
finally, residents’ understanding of the Forest Service
and its objectives and their attitudes toward Forest Service
policies on wildlife management, recreation, grazing, and
timber management.
Anderson’s report indicated that people did not per
ceive the relationship between careless acts and the
possible destruction of forests.

He saw careless acts

involving smoking, camp fires or matches as due to habits
or to convenience.

He felt that the people were not

actually ignorant concerning the causes of fire but that
they did not realize the actual consequences of their
careless use of fire or fire-causing materials in forest
areas.

Due primarily to a perceived emphasis upon fire

protection and prevention, Anderson noted that people
do not have an understanding of Forest Service objectives
excepting their duties regarding fire prevention.

The

point to be made for the present study is that the image
of Forest Service personnel is an important variable
reflecting the nature and quality of interaction between
them and the indigenous forest residents.

Unfortunately,

in his report Anderson did not provide an indication of
the cultural bases or cultural patterns underlying the
formation of attitudes or the behavior of setting forest
fires.
Following the presentation and review of the three
above reports, Shea formulated his own ideas based on
visits to incendiary zones throughout the areas of Forest
Service jurisdiction.

In his report, "The Psychologist

Makes a Diagnosis," he distinguishes between incendiaries
who have been influenced to cooperate with the Forest
Service regarding fire setting and those who have not been
reached by the Forest Service.

His remarks' pertain pri

marily to what he calls the "uncontrolled, uncooperative
incendiary1.'o

It is that author ?s opinion that "failure

to make any considerable impression on him by educational
means has been due in part at least to failure to construct
education and propaganda for him that is based on an
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adequate understanding of his motives.
Shea describes the incendiary as an emotionally immature
person often but not necessarily below average in economic
standing.

The incendiary is one who has not become socially

adjusted.

His perceived inferiority is based in part upon •

his perception that others think him to be inferior.

In

an attempt to adjust himself and/or to elevate his ego to
feelings of self-importance, the incendiarist invents
several ways to demonstrate to himself that other people
are not really superior to him.

The incendiarist gets a

kick "out of destroying things,n by putting some "superior
person in a hole," or "giving them a great deal of trouble
or annoyance."

Since he lives in a drab uneventful,

unexciting rural world, according to Shea, one of the most
efficient ways by which he may elevate his level of impor
tance in his own understanding or provide excitement is
to engage in woods burning, a behavior both destructive
and anti-social according to Forest Service standards.^
The psychological and emotional gratifications
derived from woods burning are considered by Shea to be
a game played with Forest Service personnel who are
regarded by the incendiarists as outsiders and who are
interfering with his own way of life.

The author maintains
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that the incendiary will continue to play this game until
he either tires of it, or quits, or dies, or else until
the Forest Service can provide other activities or forms
of excitement that can serve as a real substitute for
woods burning.^
From a sociological standpoint, Weltner (I94.I)
studied the attitudes of forest residents towards woods
burning and the Forest Service in two forest districts,
the Vernon Unit of the Kisatchie National Forest, Louisiana,
and the Wakulla Unit of the Appalachicola National Forest,
Florida.^

Weltner1s choice of study areas was largely

dictated by the differential fire occurrence rates in the
respective forest areas.

In the Vernon Unit, an unusually

high fire rate problem existed, while the- fire problem was
considered average or slightly below average in the Wakulla.
The purpose of his study was to determine the reasons why
people set forest fires, the extent of favorableness or
unfavorableness of attitudes of rural forest residents
toward the Forest Service and its program, and what could
be done to improve the" existing situation.

The field work

was accomplished in the summers of I940-I94I through inter
viewing a "geographic twenty per cent sample" of forest resi
dents in the Vernon Unit and a "ten per cent geographic
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sample" in Wakulla.

Forest Service and agricultural

officials and key community leaders were also interviewed
when these did not fall into the sample.
Based upon his analysis of social and economic char
acteristics and attitudes and level of knowledge regarding
forestry practices, Weltner identified two major classes
of man-caused fires including those which directly serve
an alleged interest such as facilitating cattle grazing
or the removal or destruction of pests, and fires of
resentment and retaliation against the Forest Service
because of alleged injuries.

A third class of fire,

"delinquency fires," was suggested but evidence oh this
pattern was sparse and inconclusive.

Delinquency fires

for Weltner approximate Shea’s psychological interpreta
tion of the uncontrolled, uncooperative incendiary in that
burning was done "for the devil of it" or for meanness or
because of a desire for excitement.

The concern of the

present study, however, is with the first two major causes
of fire, those which serve an alleged interest or which
reflect resentment against the Forest Service for alleged
injuries.2^
According to this classification, in the first case,
a cultural pattern of range burning exists in which burn
ing is considered to be an economic adjunct to a cattle

raising enterprise in forest areas, particularly in the
South.

In the second case, the cause of many incendiary

fires was found by Weltner to be related to alleged injuries
such as the fencing of the range, an act by which the Forest
Service gains control of range utilization; the necessity
to obtain different types of permits in order to use various
aspects of the forest; and the fact that the cattle range
has become worse.

These patterns are reflected in the unfavor

able and favorable attitudes of forest residents regarding
Forest Service fire regulations.

In Vernon, for example,

70 per cent of the residents were completely unfavorable
or qualifiedly unfavorable concerning fire regulations
imposed upon them.

Twenty-two per cent were either quali

fiedly favorable or favorable.
neutral in their

Only eight per cent were

feelings,

Contemporary Period (1960 to date)
Following Weltner, there were no further major research
attempts to study the association between human behavior
patterns and cultural patterns in forest fire causation
until the beginning of the 1960's.

In I960, Herrmann

studied levels and sources of fire prevention information
possessed by two types of forest users, residents and
recreationists.

His research was directed by the broad

question, "How can the problems of forest fire prevention
with reference to man-caused fires best be identified,
evaluated and s o l v e d ? T h e study is descriptive in the
sense that the writer wished to identify basic variables
which would serve to structure further research. The
research was also statistical, that is, concerned with the
development of a statistical program in order to facilitate
the translation of large masses of raw data into an intelli
gible form.

As a result of his exploratory study, Herrmann

derived two basic hypotheses and other emergent avenues of
inquiry for which further research is necessary.
The basic assumption of Herrmann*s study was that for
a reduction in the incidence of man-caused forest fires,
a minimum degree of success by forestry agencies would be
necessary in persuading forest users to adopt behavior
patterns corresponding optimumly with acceptable fire
safety practices.

The first hypothesis derived from the

study was that level of fire prevention knowledge varies
within and between categories of forest publics according
to characteristics or variables of age, sex, occupation,
residence, and stated sources of information.

The second

basic hypothesis concerned the variation of sources of
fire prevention knowledge both within and between cate
gories of forest using publics and the relationship to
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variables of age, sex, occupation, residence, and level
of fire prevention knowledge.
Herrmann's research resulted in the construction of
a design for further testing these two hypotheses.

Review

of subsequent reports under the direction of Herrmann dis
closed a type of research procedure which, although
serving a distinctively important function of amassing
data, has no theoretical basis for integrating the findings
and hypotheses and their relationships with actual cultural
and social patterns existing in the forest environment.
In his research design for the evaluation of attitudinal
aspects of fire law enforcement, for example, Herrmann
begins with the premise that behavior is a manifestation
of attitudes.

The premise is based upon the works of

Pauline Young, Leonard Doob, Norman Cameron, and Kimbel
Young.

Proceeding deductively Herrmann derived that:

"If behavior on the part of individuals within National
Forests, with reference to the observance of laws and
rules, varies and, if behavior is the manifestation of
attitude, then attitude on the part of individuals within
National Forests, with reference to the observance of
01

laws and rules, varies."-'

There is little auestion that attitudes, as part of
the personality system of an individual, function as
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motivational constructs which influence human behavior.
If primary concern is, however, changing behavior, impli
citly implying that to do so involves changing attitudes,
it is necessary to deal with the social and cultural sys
tems shared by individuals which ultimately are the sources
of attitude formation.

In short, concerning the problem

of fire prevention, the attempt to change attitudes of
people toward fire, forestry, and the Forest Service will
be short-lived unless the cultural system underlying the
attitudes are also modified.
The argument in this study is that attitudes actually
reflect the organization of value systems and patterns of
meaning common to individuals in their reference group or
groups.

The problem of changing attitudes so as to influ

ence behavior to coincide with acceptable practices of
fire safety actually involves altering patterns of meaning'
or value systems concerning fire practices which have been
internalized by forest users.
The above critical remark, the lack of a theoretical
framework which serves to indicate the relationships
between social, cultural, and personality variables, may
be cited for each of the preceding literature sources with
the exception of the study by Kaufman who attempted to
integrate his data within the conceptual framework of
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social change and culture conflict.

This criticism should

not be taken to mean that descriptive data alone or
descriptive data subjected to statistical analysis do not
provide positive contributions in the overall effort to
accumulate a body of systematic knowledge concerning mancaused forest fires.

For example, Herrmann, in a 1959-1960

progress report regarding man-caused forest fires,, provides
an indication that because of the heterogeneity between
forest areas, it is necessary to recognize that what may
be effective in dealing with the problem of man-caused fires
in one area may be entirely inadequate in another area.
This is an extremely important conclusion, because it
indicates the variation of social, cultural, and physical
elements from forest area to forest area and variables
found to be of significance in one area will be of little
importance in another area.
This suggests all the more a need for a theoretical
framework which would allow any investigator to discover
the important variables in any forest area which bear upon
the problem of man-caused forest fires and to discover also
the gaps in knowledge concerning man-caused fires presently
accumulated for any specific forest area.

Generalizations

by definition would be practical only after empirically
establishing the extent of social, cultural, and

environmental similarities between different forest units
When it can be observed that these similarities no longer
exist, such as is the case between forest regions in the
South and in the West, it is important to recognize that
generalizations relative to the two areas must be more
than cautiously stated0
The most recent study completed in the Southern
Forest region is that of Hansbrough (1961).^

Hansbrough

sociological analysis of man-caused forest fires was
designed to study three specific objectives:

patterns of

fire occurrence (geographical) with respect to causative
agents; the relationship between social, cultural and
economic factors in man-caused fires; and the attitudes
and motivations of people related to their behavior with
respect to forests and fires.

The nominal hypothesis

for the study was that the problem of man-caused forest
fires can be explained in terms of certain sociocultural
factors related to forest land utilization.

Using

regression and correlation analyses to measure the
association between the incidence of fire and social
factors, Hansbrough determined that incendiary fires
predominated in areas in the Southeast and Southwest in
Louisiana where intensive use was made of free range for
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cattle pasturage; that incendiary fires are associated
With low expenditures for education; and that incendiary
fires increase with an increase in proportion of white
farm operators0
Although Hansbrough concluded that man-caused fires
are related to the social environment of a forest popu
lation and that attitudes toward the forest are the results
of cultural differences and conflict situations between
social systems, the data essentially were not analyzed
in terms of the theoretical framework of social systems
analysiso

Nevertheless, his study does further point

the way towards the development of use of theoretical
models as a basis for analyzing the problem of. man-caused
forest fireso
THE UNIVERSE STUDIED
Environment
The area selected for this study was determined by
the interest of Forest Service officials who desired to
restudy the same area as Weltner did in 1940-1941«

The

study area is known as the Vernon Division, one of five
units of the Kisatchie National Forest and is located in
the West Central Louisiana Parish of Vernon„

Vernon Parish
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historically has been known for its forest and timber
resources.

The parish seat, Leesville, is the economic

and social center of the area; however, other nearby towns
provide labor force and social opportunities for the
forest residents.

A detailed statement of the forest

environment as the action situation of this research is
presented in Chapter II.
The Universe
Residential buildings were located within the pre
scribed boundary of the National Forest with the aid of
parish maps.

Primarily due to the low number of potential

subjects, the decision was made to interview the total
universe rather than take a sample.

The universe was

defined as all male heads of household.

Wives and even

older male children were excluded from the field interviewing.
The universe consisted of I3I males.

During the field

work, it was possible to take interviews with 121 subjects.
The absence of nine potential interviewees in the uni
verse is accounted for by refusals or inability of the
interviewer to locate a potential respondent even after
repeated call-backs to his place of residence.
A factor common to all of the males interviewed was
that each one considered himself a permanent resident of

the forest as opposed to a temporary resident even though
length of residence may have been only a matter of years
rather than for a lifetime.

This is pointed out because

of the existence of a significant concentration of tem
porary residents in the study area, namely, Fort Polk army
personnel.

Although no figure was available of the exact

number of military personnel residing

within the boundary

of the forest, it is estimated that their number was
slightly greater than the number of subjects interviewed.
The military personnel primarily lived in two trailervillage clusters.

A small number also lived on property

rented from forest residents.

Since the military

population in the forest area is highly transient and not
of the culture of interest, study was limited to those
who considered their location in the forest study area
to be permanent.
It is important for the present study that in gen
eral the majority of interviewees resided in the forest
in the early 1940*s when Weltner made his sociological
study.

The population has declined in the area, however,

so we may assume that the present population is only a
proportion of the population in 1940.

It was established

in the research that 80 per cent of the interviewees
had resided in the Vernon Division of the Kisatchie for a

period of 20 years or longer, while only 11 per cent
resided there for a period of less than 20 years.

In

addition, at the time of the interview for this research,
SI per cent of the respondents were 40 years of age or
older.

By thus comparing the length of residence and age

structure of interviewees, it is possible to deduce
that the majority of the respondents, over SO per cent,
were at least 20 years of age or older at the time
Weltner made his study in the Vernon Division in the
early 1940's.

Inasmuch as essentially the same popula

tion is being studied, it will be possible in this
study to reanalyze parts of Weltner»s data in order to
statistically compare attitudes and level of knowledge
concerning changes that have occurred over a period of
20 years.
METHODOLOGY
The overall research design was conceived during a
critical review of the literature cited above.

Specific

questions concerning the design were resolved by means
of conferences with Forest Service officials who super
vised the Kisatchie National Forest and through consulta
tion with researchers who were simultaneously conducting a
similar study of larger scope in three Mississippi forest
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counties.

It was possible through these sources to identify

the major variables associated with the problem of mancaused forest fires in the South and particularly in the
study area.

The organization of these variables into a

research design was focused by the theoretical framework
employed, social action theory.

This theoretical framework

provided the researcher with the opportunity to establish
expected relationships between the variables.

The research

was designed to test the actual empiricai relationships
between these variables as they exist in the forest environ
ment .
It was assumed that this procedure would have a twofold
result.

First of all, this procedure allows for the testing

of theoretical reasoning of the relationships between
variables in an action situation which have been identified
in previous research and, secondly, whether current gen
eralizations based on previous observations regarding the
use of fire as an economic adjunct to cattle raising and
as a manifestation of revenge are still tenable.
Hypotheses
According to the general findings of previous,research,
a significant proportion of incendiary forest fires are
the result of two classes of motivation, economic and the

desire for "revenge” „

The research cited indicates that

such fires are part of the sociocultural and interaction
patterns characteristic of two types of social groups in
forest areas, the Forest Service that functions to manage
and protect its vested interests, and rural communities
located directly within the physical limits of forests.
The basic elements of economic burning involve the
ownership of cattle and use of forest range land on which
they are grazed.

Traditionally, burning has been con

sidered important, even necessary, by forest residents in
order to provide range cattle with a fresh, tender succu
lent green range grass each spring.

The basic mechanism

of "revenge" burning is the feeling of an alleged injury
by the forest residents against the Forest Service.
In order to test these views, the following hypothe
ses are put forth.
1.

The beliefthat burning forest range is an
established custom that ought not be regulated
by law will vary according to

2.

(a)

ownership, nonownership of cattle

(b)

image of forestry personnel

(c)

selected socioeconomic characteristics

The beliefthat woods should be burned periodi
cally will vary when associated with
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3.

(a)

cattle ownership-nonownership

(b)

image of forestry personnel

(c)

selected socioeconomic characteristics

The belief that a lot of fires are paused by
people who want revenge will vary when
associated with
(a)

cattle ownership-nonownership

(b)

image of forestry personnel

(c)

selected socioeconomic characteristics

In the statement of the above hypotheses, it is assumed
that the beliefs concerning the use of fire in forests,
the knowledge of forestry, and the image which forest
residents have toward forestry officials are established
in the cultural meanings and values which residents
share concerning the existence of the Forest Service and
a forest industry in their social environment.

The extent

to which the association between the independent and
dependent variables can be determined will, therefore,
provide a significant basis as to whether it is possible
to continue to maintain the propositions that forest
incendiarism is a function of traditional economic agri
cultural practices and of revenge.
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Technique of Research
Research data were accumulated by means of interviews
taken with male rural forest residents in the Kisatchie
National Forest, Louisiana.

In addition to socioeconomic

and demographic variables, the instrument included struc
tured and open-ended questions designed to elicit responses
on the following subjects:

image of forestry personnel,

beliefs concerning the use of fire, and level of knowledge
concerning forestry practices in the study area.
The instrument was pretested in July, 1963, revised,
and administered in September, 1963.

By conducting the

field work in September, a month of low fire occurrence,
it was possible to avoid contact with the forest resi
dents during months of high forest fire occurrence.

This

procedure was followed in order to minimize subjective
defense reactions on the part of the interviewees theo
retically expected if the interviews were conducted during
the time period of high forest fire activity.
Analysis
Preparatory to the actual analysis of the data, the
interview responses were coded for IBM tabulation of
frequency and percentage distributions.

Working tables

were constructed from these marginal totals in order to

determine the appropriate direction for statistical
analysis.

Following this preliminary analysis, cross

tabulations were made by running dependent variables
against independent variables.

These data were also

constructed into tables for purposes of analysis.

Chi-

square analysis was employed to test the degree of
association between the variables.
The Guttman scaling technique was also employed to
develop a level-of-living scale whereby each respondent
could be measured against any other respondent regarding
his level-of-living index.

Eighteen items were adapted

from existing level-of-living scales developed for the
study of low-income areas.^3

a nine-item scale, appro

priate for the forest resident universe, was developed
from the original set of items on the basis of a coeffi
cient of reproducibility of .913.

The items which were

scaled included: gas or electric stove, mechnical
refrigerator, radio, television set, piped water, kitchen
sink, deep freeze, automatic washing machine, and electric
sewing machine.

A level-of-living index was used to

obtain a picture of economic position of the subjects in
lieu of inquiring about total income, a particularly
complex subject in the study area.

Estimating total house

hold income of a group for which welfare payments, social
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security, occupational wages, and income from parttime
farming operations presents definite problems of reliability
concerning recall and deliberate misrepresentation.
Level of living can be defined broadly or narrowly
depending upon the scope of economic goods possessed or
services r e c e i v e d . L e v e l of living also refers to current
consumption rates of such goods and

services^

and not

necessarily is it identical with household income or expends
tures.

A retired couple, for example, through several years

of accumulation of economic goods may enjoy a relatively
high position on such a scale although their annual pension
may be rather low.

The level-of-living scale thus provides

the observer with a relative measure of consumption of
economic goods and services among households in the study
environment•
A final statement is necessary regarding this research.
The findings are appropriate to the universe studies.
Generalizations are limited to the man-caused forest fire
problem of the Vernon Division of the Kisatchie National
Forest.

Generalization to other forest populations would

be feasible only after it could be determined that
significant similarities exist in their respective
characteristics and cultural "and social patterns.

/
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CHAPTER II
A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR
THE STUDY OF MAN-CAUSED FOREST FIRES
The research on which this study is based was
designed within the basic framework of social action
theory.^

The organization of empirical data according

to the social action framework involves the following
elements:

an action situation, the interacting units

(actors), the objects (social, cultural, and physical)
which exist in the action situation, and the relationships
between each of these.

The approach taken to study man-

caused forest fires involved the theoretical reasoning
of the problem and constructing hypotheses of relation
ships expected to occur between the known variables.
Theory is emphasized to distinguish between an abstract
system of interrelated concepts and the empirical problem
at hand.

Through this procedure, research is directed

inasmuch as relationships between the variables in the
empirical problem are expected to follow, within given
probability limits, the theoretically derived relation
ships between the variables identified.
This, in general, is the predictive capacity of
theory.

When it can be established that the conceptual

arrangements of theory do not provide adequate explanations
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of observed social actions, it may be stated that a gap
exists in the systematic accumulation of knowledge rele
vant to the phenomenon being studied.

Additional

conceptual dimensions may be developed following explora
tory research and validation of the particular new concept.
This procedure reflects the reciprocal bearing that theory
and empirical research have one for the other.*
This outline is important to the present study
because of the problem represented by incendiary forest
fires for forest management and protection.

The funda

mental propositions in current generalizations state that
incendiarism in Southern forests is based on two types of
motivation, one economic in nature and the other personal
in nature, as manifested in the phrase "burning for
revenge" or "burning for spiteV.

Theoretical analysis

of these propositions makes it possible to establish
their significance as explanatory principles.

If by the

end of research and analyses unexpected conclusions are
reached, the general beliefs that incendiary fires are
associated with economic and personal motivations must
be revised to "fit the facts".
The first purpose of this chapter is to outline the
general theoretical framework.

Second, the actual

empirical situation will be couched in terms of the

relationships expected to occur between the elements
identified in the situation as directed by the structure
of general theory.

Finally, the approach of this study

is presented in terms of the two objectives stated above.
BASIC OUTLINE OF SOCIAL ACTION THEORY
General Characteristics
A system of social action is composed of interacting
units (actors) in the normative context of an action
situation.

The various elements include system, inter

acting units, normative context, and action situation.
By system, reference is made to the structure of the
patterned interaction between the units of the social
system.

Because social action which is goal-oriented is

patterned, it is amenable to scientific classification;
that is, it is possible to subject social interaction to
the same order of analysis characteristic of the scien
tific approach in other sciences.^
The postulate that social behavior is patterned is
based upon the normative structure of an action situation.
Norms, as defined in this study, refer to the shared
expectations of actors concerning their interaction and,
hence, represent the basic definitional units of the roles
played by actors toward one another.^

Although they are
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the basis of social roles, norms exist culturally,
whereas roles are operationally the basis of patterned
behavior; that is, when behavior is determined by the
expectations associated with a particular role.
An actor may occupy one or more statuses (posi
tions) in a system of action and his behavior is
associated with the particular set of roles which
constitute whatever social position he occupies at one
time.

Since role expectations are shared by the actors

in a given system of action, there is a scientific basis
for treating their behavior toward each other as pat
terned.
Analytically, an action situation contains three
types of objects which serve as the basis of action.
These include social, physical, and cultural objects.
Social objects are other actors towards whom "ego"
behaves or with whom he interacts.

A reciprocal process

is involved which for analytical purposes consists in
describing some social objects as actors and some as
objects depending upon the direction of action.

When

the action process is reversed, "alter” becomes "ego"
and the former actor becomes the object of action.
Physical objects exist in systems of social action
and have specialized meanings for actors with reference
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to their instrumentality; that is, these objects represent
the empirical elements in an action situation which are
the means and qualifying conditions for achieving the
desired ends (goals) of action.

Cultural objects are

the value patterns, beliefs, ideas, or expressive symbols
of an actor and fundamentally represent the sources of
meaning, the content of definitions, or otherwise serve
as the underlying basis of the organization of the
expectation system of any actor.^
Finally, an outline of social action theory also
includes the analytically separable but interdependent
systems of personality organization, social relation
ships, and cultural meanings.

Parsons speaks of these

as the personality system, social system, and cultural
system,^
From the point of reference of social action theory,
the problem of man-caused forest fires may be approached
on more than one level.

This is so because it is poten

tially possible to conceive of any social system as a
7
subunit in a larger social system.'
In the present
research, for example, two distinct social systems are
identifiable.

First, there is the indigenous rural

population who reside within the physical boundaries of
the research setting.

Until recently these rural people

have made a living in some phase of agricultural activ
ity, particularly forestry or related industrial aspects
of forestry.

Today, however, agriculture is typically

a part time enterprise which serves as an economic
complement to off-farm work.

Their beliefs and values

toward the forest are based on particular patterns of
meaning concerning forestry that derive from their long
time association with the area.
,

The second social system is the U. S. Forest Service

the primary objectives of which are the application of
scientifically derived procedures and techniques of re
forestation, forest management, protection, and
conservation as well as programs of water-shed protection,
wildlife conservation, and recreation development.
Forest Service is a bureaucracy.

The

It extends down from

the Department of Agriculture through a heirarchy of
administrative officials to the position of Forest Ranger,
the lowest level of administrative authority in the
Service.

In this bureaucracy the burden of success

regarding the attainment of objectives and goals rests
upon the Forest Ranger who must activate the programs
of the Forest Service at the local community level where
his particular work is involved.

d

Conceived of in this manner, one analytical procedure

would be conceptualizing the Forest Service and the
rural forest population as two subsystems or units
of a larger system of action.

According to this pro

cedure, it would be practical to study the differential
goals of each subsystem, the patterns of meaning under
lying the goals, and the processes of social control
inherent in the legal-rational power of one subsystem over
the other.

Systems analysis on this level would also

involve the problem of conflict or stress-strain?

between

the subsystems indicated with particular reference to the
functional exigency of adaptation of a system of action
when its goal attainment activity is disrupted.
The other analytical approach to the study of the
problem of man-caused forest fires would involve the
postulation of a single system of action, the forest
residents in their situational environment.

Analysis of

their goal attainment activity and adaptive, patternmaintenance, and integrative capacities involving forest
and forest range utilization, including fire-setting,
could be related to the Forest Service by treating the
programs and objectives of the Forest Service as inputs
which are potentially disruptive to the stability of
the traditionally rural social system.

The approach

taken in this thesis will be the former, the postulation
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of two subsystems systemically linked through cultural
patterns concerning utilization and practices in a
shared forest environment.
BASIC PARADIGM
Process in any given action system may be described
as being constrained by four functional exigencies which
describe the dimensions of the relationships between
actors.

According to Parsons the four exigencies to

which a system of action is subject are goal attainment,
adaptation, pattern maintenance, and integration.1^
The goal-seeking tendency of an actor or unit may be
defined as a motivational construct based upon differ
ential evaluations of social or cultural objects
existing in the action situation.

A goal object is

one that has become invested with a specialized meaning
with reference to its instrumentality in meeting particular
goals or institutional needs.

It is possible, also, to

speak of a relationship between the actor and a parti
cular goal object.

There is a tendency for this relation

to be maintained at an optimum level regarding the
gratification aspects of the goal objects for the actor.
Any disturbances or disruptive events impinging upon the
optimum patterns of gratification would tend either to be
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corrected or at least minimized so that disruption, but
not necessarily change, of the system will be minimized.
In short, a system in the action frame of reference
tends to remain in a relative state of equilibrium which,
according to Parsons, is "the principle that a system will
tend to remain in a given state (including stability in
the operational processes—

it most emphatically does

not imply a state where "nothing happens") unless and
until it is disturbed by some influence from outside the

„U

system."

Since most empirical systems and conditions of their
situation are constantly changing the relations between
actors and their social, cultural, and physical objects
are also constantly changing.

Therefore, discrepancies

continually appear between the actual state of the rela
tions between actors and their objects and the desired
or optimum state of these relations.

The concept

equilibrium as used here and as applied to the empirical
systems studied refers to the tendency of change to
occur in a direction approximating the optimum relations
between system elements.
Thus the condition of change continually constrains
the goal attainment; process of a social system.

The

actual empirical consequences of change for the stability
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of the operation processes of the system depends upon
another variable, adaptation, which refers to the
capacity of the system to become adapted to new or tran
sitory structures or disruptive influences, ibrought about
by change.

If a system is characterized as having a low

degree of adaptative capacity and if its goal attainment
tendencies are constrained, theoretically, more severe
disruption will occur than if the capacity for adaptation
12
were greater.
Adaptation may consist of substituting
different goals when an original goal is blocked or by
evolving new instrumental mechanisms which more efficiently
serve the achievement of original goals.
The third functional exigency is pattern maintenance.
Reference is made here to specific mechanisms enabling
incompatible elements in the same system to coexist.

Such

mechanisms operate, for example, when inconsistent cultural
objects coexist in a single system but are so controlled
that their threat to the stability of the system is either
minimized or completely obviated.^
Finally, by integration, the fourth functional
exigency of a system of action, reference is made to the
capacity for "adjustment of these units to each other in the
perspective of the internal harmony or,
said, for

as is o f t e n

s ocia 1 s y s t e m s , s o l i d a r i t y

or
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cohesion of the s y s t e m . A n y empirical system of
action, therefore, by its very existence has ipso
facto demonstrated one or another degrees of integra{

tion between the units of the system.
All interaction in a system of action is channeled
through communication, verbal or non-verbal.

Communica

tion is defined as the act "involving the transmission
of meanings common both to the agent and to the reci
pient o b j e c t , C o m m u n i c a t i o n processes consist of
the transmission of various signs and/or symbols which
are "intended" and "understood" by the sender and
recipient respectively.

In a properly functioning

system, effective communication is essential and its
disruption may impair the stability of the system.

This

problem is illustrated when two subsystems in an action
situation define a specialized object (forest) differentially
and when the process of communicating contemporary values
and beliefs of forestry utilization and conservation is
blocked by longstanding differential definitions of the
same situation.
The definition and characteristics of social systems
as stated within the action framework provide the
theoretical starting point for examining the research
problem, man-caused forest fires.

The following two

sections of this chapter will deal with the definition
of man-caused forest fires as a sociocultural phenomenon
and with the treatment of rural resident universe and
the Forest Service as subsystem units of a larger system
of action.
Man-Caused Forest Fires as an Aspect of Rural-Forest Culture
The role of human behavior patterns in forest fire
causation is readily apparent upon examination of the
fire statistics by type of cause as stated in Chapter I.
Even fires that are a result of carelessness rather than
of deliberate intent reflect a particular value orienta
tion of individuals toward forests.

Negative values

toward forest conservation and utilization may easily
result in an ”1 don’t care” attitude.
Research emphasis on fire, particularly incendiary
fires, is warranted because of the important function
that fire has played in the rural-forest culture in the
South.

Perhaps no other factor has at once been so

beneficial or so destructive as the mechanism of fire
for the objectives of the social subsystems analyzed in
this study.

It is necessary, therefore, to establish

the general cultural patterns of meaning which underly
the behavior regarding the use of fire in a forest
environment.

5k
In a strictly economic and physical sense, land
represents a natural resource that includes the soil,
typographic, climatic , and locational features as well
as permanent improvements and vegetation.^

Notwith

standing this specialized meaning, land has very rarely
been devoid of social meaning and significance associated
with its ownership, control, or use, due largely to the
fact that directly or indirectly land is necessary for
17
human survival. 1 The particular value system prevailing
will control the type of use to which land is put.
Thus conceived, land (including forests growing
thereupon) is an object that facilitates social action
oriented to the attainment of goals.

As an object,

the meaning of land is derived from actors who evaluate
it according to criteria of desirability for specialized
uses, utility, or other gratifications associated with
ltf
its use.
As a result of the process of evaluating,
it is possible to rank differential attitudes and meanings
toward land according to the various frames of reference
of actors involved.

In rural settings, land use has

typically focused upon variegated aspects of agricul
tural production.

Land tenure in the agricultural

setting has come to denote the "customary and codified .
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rights which individuals have to land and the behavior
characteristics which directly result from these
right s.
In the research setting, the meaning of land his
torically has been associated with a cultural pattern
of "open range” which existed in conjunction with live
stock production,,

By open range is meant the customary

rights of residents in a specific area to range or
graze their cattle on land that may not belong to them
individually or be controlled by them although the land
is adjacent to their respective farm sites.

The resi

dents in the study area have been profoundly affected
by the institutionalization of this aspect of their
economic life.

Open range has become a right for them

upon which their mostly meager livestock operations are
based.

Thus open range is not only a factor that

reinforces a particular pattern of livestock raising
but also has reference to cultural patterns that motivate
open range users to defend their perceived customary
rights in various ways.
In Vernon Parish since the denuding of the forest
land in the 1920!s and 1930's, cattle ownership has
played an important role in the subsistence agricultural
operations which have existed as well as in the part time

farm activities of the residents today.

However,

livestock raising in the area has not been systematic.
In the early 1940*3, cattle were usually grazed on the
cut-over pine land the year around; today they are
grazed on forest range land that exists in conjunction
with reforestation.

In general, cattle in this area

are given a minimum amount of attention either in terms
of supplemental winter feeding or veterinary care.

They

are in poorest condition during the winter months when
range grass is also in poorest condition.

Such agricul

tural practices sharply reduce the economic potential of
cattle raising in the area.

Calving inefficiency, poor

weight distribution of the animals, and health problems,
according to recent research, result for the farmers in
an average of around $25 of calf per cow.

If farmers

used a practical combined program of supplemental feeding,
herd management, and controlled grazing, a value of over
$70 of calf per cow could be realized.

20

The persistence of a nonrational, traditional farm
ing technique is largely the result of the influence of
patterns of meaning associated with open range.

Free or

open range in a forest environment constrains good
forestry management, discourages efficient livestock
management, since a bare minimum of capital outlay is
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necessary to graze cattle on the open range, brings
economic returns to its user far below its potential
and, usually, involves no economic return at all for
the landowner.

21

In the context of open range and

cattle raising, albeit most often on a subsistence basis.,
it is necessary to view the use of fire as ah aspect
of rural forest culture against the context of the
ideology of open range and cattle grazing.
Depending upon the area and the type of range
grass, the belief has persisted in certain Southern
rural areas that the range can be made more efficient
for cattle grazing by periodically burning the dead
and accumulated grass in time for spring growth.

This

belief has not been without partial or qualified sub
stantiation by forest officials.
In the bluestem area of the Gulfcoast, the
feeling is that burning is not necessary on
ranges where little bluestem and pinehill
bluestem predominate. But where slender blue
stem accumulates, the old dead stems hinder
grazing and should be removed periodically
if burning is compatible with the forestry
operation . . . . In wiregrass areas in the
Southeast, burning is considered a ’’must” to
provide fresh new grass . . . but burning
must be carefully used and timed or it will
impair slash pine production.22
Thus in the belief systems of many rural farmers who
own cattle, the open range is necessary for their
operations.

Fire is frequently used to ’’properly"

prepare the range for grazing.

In this manner, fire-

setting is a sociological phenomenon based on cultural
meanings derived within the context of a traditional
pattern of agricultural practice existing over several
decades. 2^

Conceptually, fire is a facilitating or

instrumental activity employed in the process of
attainment of economic goals.

Where land use practices

involving cattle raising predominate, reforestation is
generally unsuccessful until the area is put under fire
protection.

In the South, these two major agricultural

land uses prevail, often in conjunction with each other
and, frequently, unless control mechanisms are insti
tuted, open conflict may break out.
U. S. Forest Service
The U. S. Forest Service has at different points
in its history maintained opposite positions regarding
the use of fire as a tool in forestry management.

Prior

to the 1940's, fire was officially declared the arch„enemy of good forest management and protection.

The

history of the development of the idea of fire as a
silvicultural tool is recorded by Schiff.2^

The issue

for the Forest Service was whether fire should be used
as a special tool in forest management.

Advocates of

the use of fire (prescribed burning) pointed out, on

the basis of observation and some experimentation, that
the careful, well-timed, controlled fire could be used
to great advantage in management programs.

Prescribed

burning or controlled burning refers to a fire nset under
such conditions.that it will do the least damage to
timber while accomplishing one or more of the following
o b j e c t i o n s . I n long-leaf pine areas, a prescribed
fire will control brown-spot needle disease and stimu
late height growth; reduce fire hazard by consuming
litter and other fuel often the cause of hot damaging
fires; reduce competition to trees from accumulated
rough; prepare the seedbed for natural reproduction by
burning away rough that keeps seed from reaching the
soil; prepares the site for planting; and it will destroy
the rough thereby speeding the growth of new grass and
forage for cattle.
Forest administrators who opposed the use of fire as
a silvicultural tool indicated concern that technical
knowledge was not at a sufficient level to know all the
physical behavioral characteristics of fire under vary
ing conditions; consequently, the possibility existed
that fire could get out of control even though intended
for beneficial purposes.

Other objections indicated the

fear that misunderstanding on the part of the forest
public, due to new service policies of burning forest
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areas under prescribed conditions, might result in a
greatly increased rate of fire occurence.

Reversal of

official administrative opposition to controlled burning
in certain areas came near the end of 1943 following an
extremely destructive fire season in which hazard bulld
og

ups were the major cause of the heavy destruction.
There is little sociological importance in the matter
of prescribed burning.

In the context of the Forest Ser

vice as a social system, however, burning has both a
belief dimension as an aspect of official doctrine and a
facilitating dimension for the goal objectives of the
Service, namely, more efficient forest management and
protection.
As an instrumental object in a specific type of
action situation, fire is seen to be an agricultural
tool based upon traditional modes of farm practice and a
silvicultural tool based on the application of scientific
research to forestry.

The implications for the two sub

systems of action are presented in the following section.
THE FOREST SERVICE AND RURAL
FOREST RESIDENTS:

CONTRASTING SYSTEMS OF ACTION

Environmental Considerations
The study area has always maintained a high rank in
timber production in Louisiana, particularly up to the

1940*s.

By that time, the logging industry had virtually

cut over the pine hills of this West Central Louisiana
parish and only recently, after intensive programs of
forest protection by public and private agencies, has the
logging industry again begun to take the shape of a
positive economic force.

Timber or wood product indus

tries have historically been the most important industrial
aspects in the parish.

Due to the predominance of forest

industries, other agricultural activities typically
existed on a subsistence basis.

The basic income of most

families was dependent in some way upon the logging
27
industry.
By the end of the 1930*s, the great body of timber
had been cut over, and vast acreages of these cut-over
lands were left with their "mute and sturdy stumps to
tell the story of a prosperous epoch".

Although per

haps prosaic, the statement is not incorrect in fact.
According to records of the Vernon Parish Assessor, the
assessment schedule for Vernon Parish in 1929 was 40
million dollars with most of the amount deriving from
forestry or forest-related industries. .From 1930 to
I93S, excepting 1931, Vernon Parish was the leading lum
ber producing parish in Louisiana.

In 193$, Vernon

Parish was listed as 70 per cent cutover land.

By 1939,

after the main body pf timber had been cut and after
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most of the mills closed, the tax assessment schedule
for Vernon Parish dropped to six million dollars.

It

has increased slowly during the past two decades and
these increases may be directly related to improvements
of forestry in the area.

Assessment in 1949 totaled

3 million dollars and in 1959 totaled 14 million
dollars.
As the pine forests were cut, the stump or cutover
land was soon purchased by farmers for the purpose of
raising livestock.

Livestock became one of the chief

agricultural pursuits in the area.
The Kisatchie National Forest and Camp Polk.

The

Kisatchie National Forest was created between 1930 and
1940 under the respective administrations of Presidents
Hoover and Roosevelt.

The actual purchase of the Vernon

unit of the Kisatchie Forest began in 1933 with the pur
chase of 64,000 acres.

By 1941, government and private

agencies had successfully replanted nearly 10 per cent
of the cutover land.

The Kisatchie National Forest was

responsible for nearly 70 per cent of this total.^

At

the present time, the Vernon division of the Kisatchie
National Forest contains 32,328 acres, representing
14«7 per cent of the total five division forest.
this total, 44,675 acres are inhabited and an Army

Of

leased block of 37,653 acres is uninhabited.
The military sector was organized as a training
center for army personnel preparatory to their entering
combat in World War II.

This development resulted in

the dispossession of about 75 families who had previously
resided in the lease area.-^

Camp Polk was officially

opened in I95I and was closed soon after the war.
The camp was opened again to serve the training
needs of service personnel for the Korean War and just
as quickly was closed after the war.

In 1955, bhe Army

announced that the camp would be given the status of a
permanent installation, if sufficient land could be
signed for maneuver permits.

The plan became reality

in October, 1955, when Camp Polk became Fort Polk,
permanent army training installation.

Following this

Army decision, the Central Louisiana Electric Company
invested more than two million dollars in expansion in
the area, providing power potential for a city 16 times
the size of Leesville in anticipation of the population
increase.

In addition to previous housing that had been

constructed around the base, over 400 new homes were con
structed in and around Leesville.

The Southern Bell

Telephone and Telegraph Company invested nearly two
million dollars in expansion and equipment in the area.
The Army had under construction a 33 million dollar

housing project which was to consist of 2,000 family
housing units for its military personnel.

A sewage

plant was under construction at a cost of over a million
dollars.

Approximately 2,000 civilians from the surround

ing sparsely inhabited parish.worked at the fort.

Then

on January 16, 1956, the army announced that Fort Polk
facilities would not be given permanent basis.
closed during the summer of 1953.*^

The fort

Fort Polk was opened

again, however, during the Berlin crisis when a Division
of the Texas National Guard was called to train there.
The fort is currently continuing in its operation accord
ing to an order of President Kennedy in August, 1961.
Community action.

Due to the organizational insta

bility of the Army installation and the resulting economic
instability for the town of Leesville and the surrounding
area for residents who had come to depend upon the fort
for employment, the Leesville Industrial Development
Association, a nonprofit organization, was formed in 1959*
Through its initiative, a manufacturer of shipping palates
and crates was brought into the area.

A $500,000 sawmill

was constructed and completed in 1961; a manufacturer of
church furniture and finished furniture for public build
ings and homes was brought into the area; and, in 1962,
a $275,000 contract was let for the construction of

another furniture concern to locate near Leesville.
According to newspaper reports, employment provided by
these industries did not approach that supplied by Fort
Polk when it was activated.

In January, 1962, a wildcat

gas well was brought in and the petroleum industry began
in Vernon Parish,

Leases have been let for the explor

ation of most of the parish’s 675,000 acres.

By the

summer of 1962, these leases represented economic return
to the parish of about $500,000.-^
Presently the Vernon Division of the Kisatchie
National Forest is estimated to hold 112 million board
feet of sawtimber and 166,000 cords of pulpwood.

The

total value of these resources is approximately three
million dollars.

For the past three years, an average

of $97,000 of timber was cut annually.

Twenty-five

per cent of this total is returned directly to the ward
of origin of the timber and is designated specifically
for use in schools and for road construction and main
tenance.

Twelve residents in the Ranger District are

employed by the Forest Service in its operations.
This brief general picture of the study area provides
a background from which to view the sub-systems, the U. S.
Forest Service and the rural forest population, as inter
acting units in a larger system of action.
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Action Situation
This research deals with two units of action, a
rural forest population residing within the boundaries
of the Vernon Division of the Kisatchie National Forest
and the U. S. Forest Service, a formal bureaucratically
organized system with the administrative responsibility
of managing and protecting forest resources and utiliza
tion programs in the Vernon Division.

It is theoretically

practical to conceptualize these two units as sub-systems
of a larger system of action with each manifesting the
basic characteristics of social systems.
The basis of interation between the sub-systems is
the use of physical and cultural objects which exist as
part of the shared action situation.

These objects

include the forest, a physical object, which has special
ized meanings for each sub-system due to differential
evaluations on the basis of criteria such as utility and
function.

Fire represents the second important object

in the action situation and may also be characterized as
having differential meanings according to the point of
reference concerning its utilization in forest land.
According to the theoretical frame of reference, the
goal-seeking tendency of the units in an action system
may be described as taking a direction prescribed by
respective differential evaluations, of sociocultural and

physical objects which exist in the action situation.
In this connection, it is possible to speak of the goalseeking tendency pf the rural forest sub-system as
attempting to gain utilization privileges on forest range
land for the purpose of grazing their cattle.

This

pattern, prior to the advent of the Forest Service in
Vernon Parish, was seated in the traditional cultural
orientation of open range in which the cattle owners
invoked customary rights to graze their cattle where they
would.

One aspect of this goal attainment pattern con

sisted in the use of fire as a tool to burn the range so
as to provide new grass for cattle in the spring.

On the

basis of the traditional culture of the area, this
behavior pattern represented the optimum relation between
the actors in the sub-system and the goal of ”earning a
living”.

Excluding disruptive inputs from outside the

sub-system, this pattern theoretically would have tended
to persist over a period of time.

Any event that con

strained the operation of any one of these activities
would disrupt the functional exigency of goal attainment
in the system.

When this occurs, it becomes necessary to

deal with the adaptive, pattern-maintenance, and integra
tive capacities of the system.
With the advent of the Forest Service and the organi
zation of a National Forest, the rural sub-system faced
the problem of dealing with new structures which impinged

upon its stability in cattle grazing and fire use on
range land.

The Forest Service redefined the purpose

of forestry in a prescribed area, prohibited indiscri
minate cattle grazing and range burning, and erected
fences as a program of range control designed to keep
hogs from destroying pine seedlings and to regulate the
grazing capacity of the range for cattle.

The erection

of fences represented a physical disturbance to the open
range ideology characteristic of the rural forest sub
system.

No longer did customary rights to the use of

range land for cattle grazing prevail.

The social

psychological impact of these deprivations caused by
the "new rules" will be considered later in this chapter.
When the point of reference is shifted to the
Forest Service, it is noted that the goals of this system
also involve the same objects, namely, forest, fire, and
range.

In the beginning, the basic goals of the Forest

Service in the area were reforestation of the cutover
pine land and management and protection of the forest
area.

It is possible, therefore, to view the goal

attainment activities described for the rural forest
sub-system as dysfunctional to the goal attainment pro
grams of the Forest Service.

The existence of these

differential goals may more clearly be understood in
light of the discussion below.

The economic goals of the rural population, basi
cally reflecting a subsistence economy, are short range.
They are concerned with immediate gratification needs
of earning a livelihood and are based on traditional
cultural patterns or ways of doing things.

The Forest

Service is a rationally constituted bureaucracy concerned
with the scientific administration of forest resources.
Its goals are long range and conservationist in nature.
They have been established through the application of
scientific research to silvicultural and multiple-use
problems of forestry.
The superordination of the latter system over the
traditional culture of the rural forest population in
the late 19301s serves as the starting point for under
standing patterns of adaptation, pattern maintenance,
and integration of the two interacting subsystems
studied.

When both of these systems are considered as

parts of a larger system of action, it is necessary to
understand the dysfunctional consequences of the
coexistence of basically irreconcilable goal objects
for which the facilitating elements of each serve to
disrupt the goal attainment activity of the other.

In

this state of organization, the tendency for maintaining
relative stability is constrained, and the restoration
of equilibrium refers to the tendency for change to
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occur in the direction of approximation of optimum
relations among the system units.

Whether this happens

and the total system of action is maintained depends upon
the capacity of one or the other system to adapt to new
structures or disruptive influences caused by change.
The problem of adjustment or adaptation may be
viewed as required of the rural forest sub-system,
because the U. S. Forest Service has legal power to
sanction or enforce the attainment of its goals over the
goal structure of the rural forest sub-system.

This form

of social control does not, however, automatically pre
vent fire setting, as strict enforcement of intentional
burning is virtually impossible.
As a reaction against the new form of organization
imposed upon them, the actors in the rural forest system
organized themselves into a program of violent resistance.
The resistance took the form residents perceived would
have the greatest disruptive impact upon the Forest
Service goals, namely, the use of fire.

In 1941, a pre

mediated "burnout" took place involving simultaneous
fire setting to various sections of the forest area,-^
Ultimately, such attempts to gain control over the For
est Service proved unsuccessful.

Adaptation eventually

took the form of submission to the official code of the
Service, which included the closing of the open range
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for regulation purposes, the requirement of payment of
a prescribed grazing fee per head of cattle grazed in
protected areas, and the enforcement of fire regulations.
Adaptation on the part of the rural system took the form
of adjustment to these new structures rather than removal
of disruptive structures from their situation.
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CHAPTER III
CULTURAL PATTERNS OF
FIRE USE AND CATTLE OWNERSHIP
This research is based on the assumption that the
articulation of belief patterns manifests the organiza-tion of internalized aspects of the cultural system
shared by a given group of individualse

Beliefs as

used here are considered to grow out of the inter
action between individuals and their cultural environ
ment.

To that extent beliefs represent, within stated

probability limits, responses of individuals to given
cultural values, meanings, and symbols of communication.
To study belief patterns is to study the responses of
individuals to the demands and expectations which they
face under typical conditions of life.
In this research, beliefs are treated as dependent
variables hypothesized to vary according to the
existence of three independent variables with associated
socioeconomic and demographic characteristica.

The

statements representing beliefs which are analyzed are
as follows:

firing the woods is an established custom

that ought not be regulated by laws; woods should be
burned periodically for best grazing conditions for
cattle; and most fires are caused by people who want
revenge.

The three independent variables are whether
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a resident owns cattle, the residents’ image of
forestry personnel, and the nature of the social
interaction between forestry personnel and residents.
The impossibility of observing the actual fire
setting behavior of rural residents and relating it
to the cultural patterns indigenous to the area.makes
this reasoning necessary.

It is possible to ascer

tain relevant belief patterns held by residents,
thereby providing the researcher with an indication
of how individuals react to the system of expectations
regarding the use of fire in their social environment.
Defined in this manner, beliefs are contrasted
with the concept level of knowledge.

The latter refers

to knowledge possessed by an individual but with or
without positive implications for his behavior.

An

individual may have a thorough knowledge of Forest
Service prohibitions regarding illegally set fires but
may persist in setting fires according to his belief
orientation.

In this instance, the individual is said

to be acting on the basis of his belief system rather
than upon the level of knowledge which he possesses,
knowing with certainty the consequences he must face if
apprehended.
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the belief
statements identified in terms of the major independent

variable, cattle ownership.

This procedure is suggested

by previous research indicating the importance of
economic burning for cattle owners.

Following 20 years

of social contact with the Forest Service, the question
is to what extent is it still possible to identify a
relationship between cattle ownership and traditionalistic beliefs of fire use.

This analysis follows the

description of the general characteristics of the
respondents.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Comparison of the age structure of male subjects
20 years old and over in the forest, Leesville, the
parish seat, and the state reflects a disproportionate
number of older subjects.

The percentage of males age

20 to 39 for the three areas, respectively, was 18.9,
31.8, and 37.6.

At the other extreme, the per cent of

males 60 years of age or' over for the forest, the county
seat, and the state, respectively, was 34*4 , 26.9, and
20.3.

These differentials are partly the result of out

migration of rural youth to urban places in the state
as a whole.

Only 7 per cent of the total universe were

between the ages of 20 to 29 years.

The significance of

this age structure for the present study is seen when
compared to length of residence in the forest.

Eighty

per cent of the subjects had resided in the forest
throughout their lifetimes.

Eighty-one per cent were

age 40 or over at the time of the study, indicating an
age of at least 18 years when Weltner made his’1941
study.

Given this age structure and residence pattern,

it is inferred that the majority of respondents had
had their early socialization in a non-Forest Service
controlled environment.

Their basic agricultural

practice regarding cattle was open range and periodic
burning.
Higher age is also reflected in the occupational
status of the subjects with fully one-third retired
from active work.

Eleven per cent of the interviewees

were white-collar workers, including professionals, and
44 Per cent were blue-collar workers, including farmers.
Eleven per cent were unemployed or disabled.

Although

only nine interviewees were technically classified
as farmers according to census definitions, many of
the nonfarm workers maintained agricultural pursuits
such as a small woodlot for timber production and many
grazed cattle on the range.

Nearly 47 per cent of the

universe, at the time of the study, were growing tim
ber on acreage which they owned or operated.

Fifty-one

per cent owned cattle which they grazed either on
their own property or, by use of special grazing permits,
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upon the forest range land.
Fourteen per cent of the universe had completed
high school or reported educational experience beyond
that level.

The largest proportion, 43 per cent, did

not complete grade school.

Thirty-seven per cent finished

grade school and had some secondary education prior to
dropping out of school.

This particular classification

is used to differentiate between three levels of educa
tional persistence, that is, completing a prescribed
level of educational attainment before dropping out,
BASIC CULTURAL PATTERNS OF FIRE SETTING
Burning as a Traditional Agricultural Practice
The point of departure for this analysis is the
expectation that the category cattleowners is associated
with beliefs that imply inefficient utilization of forest
range land.

This expectation

based upon traditional

cultural patterns involving range burning as an attempt
to create better grazing conditions for cattle.

It is

interesting to see that seven respondents volunteered
information to this point, and six of these were not
themselves cattle owners.

The essence of their remarks

was that cattlemen still persisted in the belief that
it is necessary to burn to get "tender grass" for their
cattle.
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The interviewees were asked to agree or disagree with
the statement, firing the woods is an established custom
that ought not be regulated by laws.

The statement was

designed to measure the extent to which belief that
customary rights to burn woods is still held by the uni
verse.

Disagreement was indicated by 67 per cent of the

universe, while 24 per cent agreed.
not respond or answered "don’t know".

Nine per cent did
It is indicated

by these data that the majority of the universe believed
range burning should be regulated by laws.
Agreement and disagreement with the statement was
tested to determine whether it varied independently
with general characteristics of the universe.

Using

Chi-square to determine degree of association, it was
found that age, educational and occupational attainment
were not significantly associated with agreement or
disagreement of the statement.

Agreement-disagreement

with the statement was found to be significantly related
to cattleownership or non-ownership at the .05 level of
probability.

Eighty-three per cent of nonowners indicated

woods burning should be regulated by laws.

The same

belief was held by 65 per cent of the cattle owners.
The hypothesis, at least overtly, was tested with
positive results; cattle owners to a significant extent
more frequently than nonowners hold the belief that

burning is customary and should not be regulated by
law.

The hypothesis did not, however, have the

predicative power to account for the.fact that nearly
two-thirds of all cattle owners hold beliefs concern
ing regulation of burning that are in close correspon
dence with the rational-legal structure set up by the
Forest Service.

Change in patterns of belief.

The fact that 65

per cent of all cattle owners felt that woods burning
should be regulated by law is in sharp contrast with
the findings in the general literature indicating that
much of the problem of indendiarism is a result of
using fire as an instrumental activity in the goal
attainment process of providing better grazing condi
tions for cattle.

In Weltnerfs sample of 55 Forest

residents in 1941, 45 owned an average of 14 cattle each.
Concerning attitude toward fire regulations, 70 per cent
of his sample was found to be entirely unfavorable or
qualifiedly unfavorable, while 22 per cent were qualifiedly
favorable or favorable.

Only g per cent were neutral

concerning the question of Forest Service fire regulations.
Sixty-seven per cent of his sample felt that fire
regulations made for worse conditions for grazing cattle.
These data (1941) clearly indicate differential belief
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patterns for the subjects at two different periods of
time.
This change is explicable in terms of the theoreti
cal frame of reference used in this study.

In 1941» two

separate systems of action were in operation and both
utilized the same physical objects with reference to
the attainment of their respective goals.

On the one

hand, the Forest Service was attempting to implement its
goal of fire regulation as a protection measure for its
investment in timber resources.

The forest residents,

on the other hand, were clearly associated with their
cultural heritage of range burning in order to facilitate
the best possible grazing conditions for their cattle
raising operations or to keep the range clean for other
reasons.

In the course of interaction between these

two systems, the Forest Service was able through legal
sanctions to achieve a significant measure of social
control over the forest residents.

Through the inter

vening years, the differential beliefs of cattle owners
(at 1941 and at 1963) represent their adaptation (change)
to the stronger control mechanism of the Forest Service.
Inasmuch as these statistics represent patterns of belief,
the data also indicate that the majority of cattle
owners do not maintain the notion that woods burning is
an established custom.

This belief reflects a positive

value for forest and range sought by the Forest Service
in its directives concerning fire regulations.

Since

cattle owners are more prone than nonowners to hold
beliefs corresponding to customary patterns of range
burning, further attention will be given to the analysis
of the belief in relation to selected characteristics
of each category of residents.
Age.

Cattle owners tend to be older than nonowners

with a median age of 53.5 compared with 49.5 for nonowners.

A larger proportion, 67 per cent, of cattle

owners over age 40 believed burning should be regulated
by law than the 57 per cent of owners under age 40.
The proportion of nonowners over age 40 who held the
same belief was 79 per cent.

It is indicated in these

data that owners over 40 years of age more frequently
than nonowners hold the belief that burning should not
be regulated.

At the same time, among cattle owners

only, those over 40 held the positive belief more fre
quently than those under 40.
Education.

Nonowners who have completed grade

school or beyond to a greater extent than owners who
have completed the same amount of schooling tend to
believe that woods burning should be regulated by laws.
Ninety-five per cent of nonowners with education at
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eight grades or more hold the belief while only 60
cent of cattle owners agreed.

per

The association between

these differences is significant at the .02 level of
probability*

The influence of education is not yet

strong enough to overcome the cultural belief pattern
regarding customary burning that is associated with
cattle ownership.
Occupation.

Occupationally, 19 per cent of all

cattle owners were white-collar workers while 31 per
cent-were blue-collar workers.

This compares differ

entially with nonowners, 29 per cent who were whitecollar workers and 71 per cent who were blue-collar
workers.

By controlling blue-collar work level, it is

possible to indicate the differences between owners and
nonowners who agree or disagree with the belief,' Sixtynine per cent of the blue-collar workers who owned
cattle believed burning should be regulated, but 94
per cent of blue-collar workers who had no cattle held
the same belief.
significant.

The difference is not statistically

These data, nevertheless, suggest the

tendency that cattle ownership influences to a greater
extent than nonownership the belief that burning is
customary and should not be regulated by law.
Graze cattle on range.

Part of the range management

program of the Forest Service involves fencing the
range and payment of annual grazing fee of $1.20
per head for cattle grazed on National Forest range
land.

Sixty per cent of cattle owners who graze their

cattle or forest land believe that burning should be
regulated by law, whereas 66 per cent who do not graze
their cattle on forest land hold this belief also.
This difference is not statistically significant.
Level of living.

The level-of-living index of

cattle owners was tested for association with agree
ment or disagreement in the belief that customary
burning is normative.

Although 50 per cent whose level-

of-living index was low (index number from one to four)
believed burning should be regulated as did 65 per cent
whose index was high (index number from five through
eight), the difference is not significant.

Regardless

of relative affluence in this rural society the belief
does not accordingly vary.
To summarize at this point it is possible to
indicate the general influence of cattle ownership as
a variable upon the belief regarding customary burning.
After controlling age, education, occupation, use of
forest range land on which to graze cattle, and
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level-of-living index, the influence of cattle ownership
upon the belief statement is measured.

Only age was

found to be significantly associated with differences in
belief among owners and nonowners.
The fact that statistically significant differences
did not always occur between the dependent and inde
pendent variables suggests the transition (process of
adaptation) occurring in the rural social system,
particularly among cattle owners.

This transition is

apparent upon observing that 65 per cent of all cattle
owners today hold that burning.should be regulated;
that 67 per cent of all respondents believe that burning
should be regulated; and that in 1941> 70 per cent of
the sample of a study held unfavorable attitudes toward
fire regulations.
The adaptation of cattle owners to the fire regula
tions of the Forest Service may be seen
two directions.

to have taken

Many completely shifted goals by

giving up cattle and beginning alternative economic
activities.

In 1941 32 per cent of Weltner’s respondents

were cattle owners and, in 1963, only 51 per cent of the
respondents owned cattle.

The other procedure of adaption

involves the modification of the belief structure that
previously reinforced fire setting.

Today 65 per cent of

cattle owners held that burning should be regulated,
but in 1941, 70 per cent of the sample were against
fire regulations.

Since the belief still persists

among the respondents, however, the data indicate that
cattle ownership is still a variable closely associated
with the persistence of the belief.

Cattle ownership

may be conceptualized as a mechanism of pattern main
tenance of a belief that is unfavorable toward Forest
Service recommendations.
Woodlot ownership and customary burning.

While it

is possible to establish a "lingering’' association
between cattle ownership and belief in customary
unregulated burning, the matter of woodlot ownership
also must be considered.

Since the Forest Service

entered and reforested the study area, many of the
residents have been influenced to develop timber crops
of their own.

As one respondent volunteered,

I started planting pine because the government
wanted to take the land out of cultivation.
They payed us to plant pine (soil band). I
couldn’t get much out of farming so I planted
all the pine trees they would let me.
In contradistinction to owning cattle, ownership of
timber hypothetically should be associated with the
belief that fire setting ought to be regulated by law
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inasmuch as protection of timber from fire damage depends
upon such regulation.
It was discovered that a similar pattern exists for
woodlot owners and nonowners and for cattle owners with
respect to the belief that burning the woods is an
established custom which ought not to be regulated.
The proportion of nonowners who disagreed with the
item was 82 per cent while the proportion of owners who
disagreed with the item was 64 per cent.

The difference

between these proportions is significant at the .05
level of probability.

The direction of the significance

is not in accord with the expectation that a larger
proportion of woodland owners would manifest beliefs
favoring regulation of burning more than nonowners,
inasmuch as their timber production conceivably predis
poses them to perceive the importance of fire protection.
It is necessary to examine the relationship of woodlot
ownership to cattle ownership to explain this unexpected
finding.
The primary basis for the absence of a significant
association between woodland ownership and fire regula
tion lies in the fact that 48.5 and 5I .5 per cent,
respectively, of woodland owners were also cattle owners
or nonowners.

The bias against postive association is attributed to
over-lapping interests of individuals who owned both
cattle and timber.

Of the two variables cattle

ownership is the stronger influence.
Fires That Are the Result of Revenge
The second statement analyzed in this chapter is
that most fires are caused by people who want revenge.
Overall, 53 per cent agreed that most fires are caused
by people who want revenge, 34 per cent disagree,
while 12 per cent answered don’t know or provided no
information.

Responses to belief in revenge burning

were significantly associated with only two variables,
namely, education and cattle ownership.
Sixty-six per cent of respondents who completed
less than eight grades of school, or did not attend
school at all, agreed that revenge was the basis for
many fires.

For respondents who completed the eighth

grade or had educational experience beyond that level,
only 50 per cent agreed with the statement.

The dif

ference between these percentages is significant at
the .10 level of probability.

Lower educational

attainment is associated with the belief that most
fires are set by people who want revenge.

Cattle ownership and nonownership was found to be
associated with the belief that fires are caused byrevenge significantly at the .10 level of probability,
A greater proportion of nonowners, 70 per cent, than
cattle owners, 52 per cent, reported agreement with
the statement.

This finding may be interpreted as
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function of the general economic motivation of cattle
owners toward burning.

Cattle owners will tend to

burn because of cultural patterns of traditional farming
practices rather than for revenge.
Age.was not significantly associated with belief
that fires are caused for revenge.

Nevertheless, a

larger proportion of older respondents, 63 per cent,
agreed that fires were caused by revenge, compared to
only 52 per cent of the younger respondents who gave
such an answer.

Woodlot ownership and nonownership,

similar to age, was found not to be significantly
associated with a belief that fires are-set for revenge.
The degree of association between agreement and
disagreement with the belief by controlling cattle
ownership and nonownership against occupation, woodlot
owner or nonowner, and level of living was not signi
ficant.

Education only was associated with the belief.

The greater the level of educational attainment the less

likely to report agreement that most fires are caused
by revenge.

These data, in other words, indicate the

general random distribution among cattle owners and
nonowners belief that revenge is an important influence
in fire setting.
Since slightly over one-half of all cattle owners
did agree with the statement that revenge is important,
further analysis was carried out to determine whether
there were significant differences among cattle owners
who agreed or disagreed with the statement and other
variable characteristics.

Chi-square calculations did

not show any significant differences between cattle
owners who agreed or disagreed with the belief according
to their age, education, or occupation; whether they
grazed cattle on forest range land; whether they also
owned timber; and whether they had a relatively high
or a relatively low level of living.
No significant differences were found for non-cattle
owners analyzed for degree of association between the
same variables.

Since revenge burning is defined as a

result of an alleged injury for which the actor intends
to "get back" at the alleged offender, the lack of
patterned responses among the actors in the universe
indicates that revenge burning, when it does occur,
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represents randomized rather than systematic or patterned
responses of categories in the universe.

Revenge is a

type of personalized behavior that is not associated
with the general characteristics of the universe.

The

belief that revenge is an important influence upon fire
setting is significantly related only to two character
istics, education and cattle ownership.

Given a higher

level of educational attainment, the less likely is the
tendency for belief in revenge.

Among cattle owners

and non-cattle owners, there is a. greater tendency for
the latter to hold the belief that range burning is likely
to be the result of revenge.
It Is No_ Longer Necessary to Burn the Woods
This section deals with responses to the question
how often do you. feel that the woods should be burned
in order to provide the best possible grazing conditions
for cattle?

Methodologically, the question is based on

the assumption that cultural patterns of burning form a
ndefinition of the situation” which provides.the respond
ent with a context of meaning for understanding the.
question.
An analysis of cattle owners* and nonowners *
responses revealed that 60 per cent of the owners and 72

per cent of the nonowners believed the range should be
burned periodically (at least once every one to four
years).
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Conversely 34 per cent of the owners and

v

per cent of the nonowners believed it was no longer
necessary to burn woods as was once the custom.

The

differences between these proportions were not signifi
cantly associated according to Chi-square calculations.
The differences do indicate that nonowners, more than
owners, believe periodic burning to be necessary.
Age.

The tendency to hold the belief that it is

no longer necessary to burn the woods is more prevelant
among youngerthan older respondents,. Among cattle
owners age 20 to 49, for example, the percentage was
55 while among those age 50 or over only 37 per cent so
believed.

A larger proportion of older cattle owners,

63 per cent did, however, still believe in periodic
burning.

By comparing young cattle owners with young

nonowners the following differences were found:
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per cent of the former but 26 per cent of the latter say
burning is not necessary.
This finding can be explained in the following
manner.

Among older cattle owners and older nonowners,

there was no significant difference with the respect to

whether or not the woods should be burned.

Both

categories had been socialized in an environment where
at least 20 years ago, much disapproval was voiced
against fire regulations.

The persistence of the

belief in older residents is theoretically related more
to early socialization experiences rather than to the
variable of cattle ownership.

Indeed, many of these

have given up raising cattle in favor of nonfarm employ
ment.

They tend to be relatively homogeneous in regard

to the belief.
Among the younger residents the opportunity has
existed for socialization to alternative value systems,
traditional goals, as well as new conservation goals.
Owning cattle typically involves contact with forest
rangers as a function of range management programs.
According to the theoretical model employed, the action
situation involves two distinct systems of action which
differentially evaluate physical objects in their
commonly shared environment.

Ownership or possession

of.an object (cattle) requires legal permits from the
Forest Service, if cattle are to be grazed on the shared
forest range land.

To meet these requirements personal

contact is necessary in the form of obtaining grazing
permits for one’s cattle that are grazed on forest range

land.

Such a permit is obtained through the Ranger

District office upon application by the cattle owner.
Cattle owners indicate more visits to Ranger
District office than nonowners, 61 per cent and 4$
per cent respectively.

Conversely, the cattle owners

are more frequently visited by Service personnel than
are nonowners.

While 7& per cent of owners reported

visits from Service personnel, only 57 per cent of
nonowners reported visits.

The difference is signif

icant at the .02 level of probability.

Also, a larger

percentage of owners, 32 per cent, than nonowners, 23
per cent, reported that visits by Service personnel to
their places of residence was business in nature rather
than personal.
Such contact, inherent in its structure, provides
greater opportunity for the Forest Service to communicate
its goals concerning range management to the forest
residents who own cattle and graze them on the forest
range land.

The same kind of contact is not possible

between the Forest Service and nonowners who do not
frequent the district office to secure grazing permits.
These are not exposed to the same extent as cattle
owners to the value system of the Forest Service regard
ing its vested interest.

The grazing permit may be
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looked upon as a mechanism which facilitates the
acquaintance of cattle owners with the rational approach
to range conservation of the Forest Service.
Without this type of contact the likelihood is
greatly increased that nonowners when faced with the
question of burning the woods will internalize older
cultural definitions that woods should be burned at
least once every one to four years.
Education.

The same pattern exists among cattle

owners who complete more than an eighth grade education.
Fifty-three per cent of owners with more than eighth
grade education feel that woods should be burned, but
39 per cent of nonowners with more than eighth grade
education feel that woods should be burned.

The differ

ences in these percentages are significant at the .01
level of probability.

Although education is an extremely

important mechanism that has made an impact upon the
dissemination of fire information, these data suggest that
cattle ownership with its associated contact with Forest
Service personnel is a more important factor in the
development of beliefs that correspond more closely to
Forest Service norms.
When education of only cattle owners is held constant,

the association between owners who maintain woods should
be burned and those who maintain that woods should not
be burned is significant at the .10 level of probability.
Seventy-seven per cent of cattle owners who had less than
an eighth grade education or no schooling at all felt
that woods should be burned, while only 23 per cent of
cattle owners who completed the eighth grade or went
beyond felt that woods should be burned.
Woodlot ownership and cattle grazing.

Woodlot

ownership was not associated with agreement or disagree
ment and the belief that forest should not be burned
among cattle owners.

Even among nonowners woodlot

ownership was not found to have a significant influence
upon the belief.

These patterns indicate the highly

nonrational nature of woodlot operations in the area,
i.e., the lack of acceptance of rational practices to
facilitate a systematic tree farming operation.

Such an

orientation would by definition be associated with
beliefs that corresponded to the best practices of
forestry.
Cattle owners were asked whether or not they grazed
their cattle on forest range land.

A larger proportion,

74 per cent, of those who grazed their cattle oh forest

land maintained that the woods should be burned than
those, 53 per cent, who did not graze their cattle on
forest land.

The difference between these patterns of

behavior is not significant when compared with the
previous conclusion that cattle owners (more contact),
to a greater extent than nonowners (less contact)
maintain that it is no longer necessary to burn the woods,
this finding is on the surface inconsistent.

The rational

previously stated was that greater contact of cattle
owners with Forest Service personnel than nonowners was
a mechanism providing for more meaningful communication
of Forest Service goals and values.

Since more owners

who graze their cattle on the range and thereby conceiv
ably have more contact with the Forest Service than those
who do not graze their cattle on forest range land, they
should hold to a lesser degree the belief that burning
is necessary.
The following characteristics describe the differ
ences between cattle owners who either do or do not
graze their cattle upon forest land.
to have fewer cattle than grazers.

Nongrazers tend
Sixty-one per cent

of nongrazers had fewer than 10 head of cattle while
only 29 per cent of grazers had fewer than 10 head of
cattle.

The association between these data is
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significant at the .05 level of probability.

If an

owner has few cattle, he more than likely will keep them
close by, grazing them on his own land.

Nongrazers had

an average of 43 acres, but grazers had an average of
26 acres.

Thus with fewer cattle and larger acreages,

it is feasible to graze one’s cattle on one’s own land
and eliminate the need to pay a grazing fee for the
privilege of grazing cattle on forest range land.
Nongrazers•also tended to be slightly older than
grazers, 55.5 years of age and 51 years of age, respec
tively.

However, the best description regarding the

question why some cattle owners use forest range land
and why others do not is seen as a function of number
of cattle and number of acres owned.
Level of living.

Level of living was found not to

be associated with the belief that woods should or should
not be burned among cattle owners and non-cattle owners.
By comparing cattle owners with a high level of living and
nonowners with a high level of living, a difference
significant at the .10 level of probability is found.
According to the direction of significance, a greater
proportion of cattle owners having a high level of living
agreed that it was no longer necessary to burn the woods

/
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than non-cattle owners characterized as having a high
level of living.

Level of living is not associated

with cattle owners and nonowners and agreement or
disagreement with the belief.
DISCUSSION

Belief that firing the woods should not be regulated
by law was more characteristic of cattle owners than
nonowners, but nearly two-thirds of all respondents,
regardless of cattle ownership, believed burning should
be regulated.

By sharp contrast, Weltner (1941) found

that less than one-fourth of the respondents favored
regulations on burning.

Older cattle owners, however,

are more prone than younger ones to believe that custom
ary burning should not be regulated.

This change to

greater acceptance of control of burning theoretically
reflects the adaptation of actors of one social system
to the control mechanisms of another social system.
More than half of the respondents (53 per cent)
believed that most fires were a manifestation of revenge.
Respondents with less education more often believed, that
fires were motivated by revenge than those with more
education.

Cattle owners, less frequently than nonowners,

believed fires were related to revenge.

This pattern is

a function of cultural differences between the two
categories, i.e., the tendency of respondents with
cattle to believe in the importance of economic burning.
In general, respondents who had more frequent contacts
with the Forest Service believed less that fires were
caused by revenge than those who reported fewer contacts
with the Service.

Cattle owners more than nonowners

believed it was no longer necessary to burn the woods,
but the differences were not statistically significant.
Theoretically, this more rationalistic view supporting
Forest Service norms is a function of contact with
Service personnel in the form of grazing permits, etc.,
as mechanisms of acquaintance with modern silvicultural
programs.

Cattle owners had more contact with Service

personnel than nonowners.
Cattle ownership was seen, to play a dual patternmaintenance role.

On the one hand it was associated

with the persistence of the belief among owners and
nonowners that range burning should not be regulated.
On the other hand it was seen as a mechanism exposing
resident owners to a greater extent than nonowners to
the Forest Service and, therefore, to the range utiliza«:.
tion policies of the Service.

Such contact is the basis

for the distinction between owners and nonowners wherein
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the former have come to hold the view more than the
latter that it is no longer necessary to burn the range
periodically.
The implications of contact with respect to inter
action and social image are dealt with in more detail
in the following chapter.

CHAPTER IV

IMAGE, INTERACTION, AND CULTURAL PATTERNS
Numerous examples of the differences between policy
and administration in formal organizations can be
cited.

Policy is rhetorical, official, part of an

organizational creed.

Administration is the attempt

to effectively organize f o r the efficient attainment
of organizational goals as

stated in policy.

Per

sons at the lowest level of a n administrative hierarchy
are those actually implicated in the physical t ask
of attaining organizational objectives.^
success is b a s e d
each

level of

Hence,

upon securing cooperation at

the

administrative hierarchy but

particularly of lower l e v e 1 functionaries who, with
different life histories and personal obligations,
must be brought into t h e framework of effective pro
ductivity.
In the Forest Service, as with other management
programs of natural resources, the administrative hier
archy ranges down through a complex organization of
status levels to the Forest Ranger whose responsibility
103
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it is to carry out the actual programs of forestry
designed by the hierarchy above him.

The Forest Ranger

occupies the lowest position of administrative responsi
bility in the Forest Service.
of the Ranger to activate

It is the major function

at the local level the overall .

policy of the Service relevant to the particular problems
of his Ranger District,

2

The twofold purpose of this chapter is, first of all,
to analyze the image of the Ranger as held by forest
residents and, secondly, to analyze the interaction between
these actors.

Image and interaction are treated as

independent variables with regard to the beliefs being
studied.
The Ranger is a professional man organizationally
and ideologically.^

The sociological treatment of a

professional position in theoretical terminology is a
"cluster of occupational roles" which define the perform
ance of certain functions having acceptable value for
society in general.^

For the purposes of this analysis,

only the roles that make up the Ranger!s work position
will be listed.
The Ranger is essentially an executive, planner,
and woodsman involved in a wide variety of activities.
Fire control, his most important function, in addition

to fire fighting, includes activities that reduce or
eliminate fire hazards and the making of advance
arrangements that facilitate fire fighting when a fire
does occur.

Timber management, a second major function,

involves not only administrative work but much actual
field work.

It is determined in the field what timber

will be cut and when, in accordance with the sustainedyield policy; whether illegal use has been made of timber
resources; whether conformity to sale contract has been
observed by a logger; what is to be done with slash after
logging an area; and whether prescribed burning is a
profitable silvicultural practice in a particular forest
area.
The Ranger supervises recreational or other land
uses such as minerals, the extraction of the harnessing
of water resources for power, or the operation of a
railroad through his District.

A fourth activity

involving still a different "clientele11 is range manage
ment.

In this role the Ranger regulates grazing of

livestock on government land.

The clientele in this case

are livestock owners who must apply for grazing priv
ileges for their livestock.

In his capacity as range

manager, the Ranger determines the stock load appropriate
for given range resources, and he must also "police" the
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range to insure that unscrupulous permitees have not
allowed more stock than applied for to graze on the
range land.
The Ranger is concerned with wildlife management
and habitat information and education programs, personnel
management on the Ranger District, and the maintenance of
a heavy volume of administrative paperwork reporting his
activities to higher echelon officials.

Indeed, as

Kaufman indicates, "the elaborate overhead structure of
the Forest Service has as its purpose controlling the
behavior of these men who handle the real property of the
agency, and who are in most frequent and often close
contact with the p u b l i c , T h e individual occupying
this lowest level administrative post in the Forest Service
is visible not solely because of the symbolic uniform and
badge he wears but, sociologically more important, because
of the role relationships between himself and community
residents.
In the performance of his roles he is seen as a
supervisor of personnel who are employed in the forest,
as an authority figure accepting or rejecting applications
for various kinds of forest use permits,^

or as a

law-enforcement officer dealing with trespass or fire
violations.
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Image
The major difference between the present study of the
influence of image and social interaction on cultural
patterns and other studies of professional-client rela-

7

tionships' lies in the structure of the social interaction
between actors of two different systems, both of which are
implicated in a more inclusive action situation.

The

goals of the inclusive system involving the multiple
use-sustained yield policy of forest management can be
successfully implemented only after a certain minimum
degree of cooperation has been achieved between the actors
of each subsystem.

Cooperation involves the acceptance

of or adaptation to the program policies of the Forest
Service.

The system may cohere, however, without the

minimum prerequisite of cooperation, if certain mecha
nisms— pattern maintenance variables— are created or
utilized to control conflicting value orientations that
may exist in the situational frame of reference.

In the

study setting, reference is made to the coexistence of
rationalistic generalized goals and traditional localized
goals of the Forest Service and the forest residents
respectively.
Given this structure of social relationships and
cultural patterns in a forest environment, the research
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problem is appropriately clear.

Does the image of an

actor (forest resident) for another actor (Forest
Ranger) influence the development of a value system in
the former that either supports or blocks the goals of
the inclusive system?

This question will be analyzed

in terms of the respondents’ perception of the social
position of the Forest Ranger, their evaluation of his
work, and the nature of their interaction with the
Ranger,
THE SOCIAL POSITION OF THE RANGER
Stratification
The interviewees were asked to rank according to the
criterion of prestige the importance of seven occupations
in the study area.

The procedure involved ordering a

group of seven cards, one occupational name per card, so
that the first card was judged to have greatest prestige
and the seventh, least prestige.

The allocation of one

occupation to only one level frequently required the
respondents to ’’force” their answers.

If two occupations

were judged to have nearly equal prestige, the instructions
still required that one be chosen over the other.

The

rank order of occupational prestige for the seven alterna
tives appears in Table I.

In this list, Forest Ranger
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TABLE I
MODE AND RANK ORDER OF SEVEN OCCUPATIONS
ACCORDING TO PRESTIGE

Occupation

Rank Order

Mode of Responses

Minister

First

1.1

School Principal

Second

2.2

School Teacher

Third

3 »6

Forest Ranger

Fourth

4.8

County Agent

Fifth

5.0

Reforestry Worker

Sixth

6.2

Police Juror

Seventh

6.9
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occupies the median position with exactly three
occupations ranked above and three below.

The occu

pations ranked higher were minister, school principal,
and school teacher.

Those ranked lower than the Ranger

were county agent, reforestry worker, and police juror.
This particular prestige structure is similar in its
pattern to the North-Hatt ratings of occupational prestige,^
Although Forest Ranger does not appear in their ratings,
county agent is listed and for present purposes is
comparable with Forest Ranger as a local action profes
sional.^

(County agent is ranked next to the Ranger in

the present study.)'

Minister and public educator are

ranked higher than the local actional professional,
county agent, in the North-Hatt study of occupations.
For similar occupational positions in rural society,
the ranking of the residents studied compares favorably
with the perception of prestige of the same occupations
as manifested in national studies.
The rank of I for minister is explicable, and
expected, not only because of the particular evaluation
given religion by rural people but also because of their
periodic, if nqt frequent, contact with ministers in the
course of religious participation.

Of interviewees who

participated in formal organizations, church, labor unions,

Ill
civic organizations or lodges, g2 per cent participated
in religious institutions0
The subsequent rank of school principal and teacher
reflects the positive valuation of education by the
respondents, not only from the point of view for their
own children, but from their own standpoint as well;-^'
Only 2 per cent of 122 subjects reported no schooling
at all.

Sixty-two per cent completed grade school or

some grade school, but 45 per cent of the interviewees
had educational experience beyond the grammar school
level,

One out of ten completed high school.

It is

significant in the context of such a value structure of
the interviewees that they would rank minister, princi
pal and teacher above the Forest Ranger,
After 20 years of concerted effort of reforestation,
the results of the Ranger’s work are becoming highly
visible on the physical landscape.

Reforestation means

economic development and potential for the residents of
an area noted previously for its forest superiority.
The residents are aware of such benefits as the 25 per
cent return of the value of marketed timber resources
to the ward of origin.

This monetary return is designated

for road maintenance and educational expenses in the ward.

The Forest Ranger is seen, therefore, as one who has
been largely responsible for, and who has been a leader
in, the redevelopment of forestry and related industries
in the area.

As stated previously, this may be concretely

seen by examining the assessment schedule of Vernon
Parish.

The tax assessment increased from 6 million

dollars in 1939 to 8 million in 1949 and 14 million in
1959.

Even in the context of these developments, the

Forest Ranger was yanked fourth after minister, school
principal, and school teacher.

If as Hatt suggests

esteem is awarded by society according to the value of
the functions of the occupation, then ministers and
public educators are more highly valued in the rural
society for their functions than the Forest Ranger.
Selected characteristics of residents who ranked the
Ranger high and those who ranked the Ranger low are
indicated below.
Slightly over half of the respondents who ranked
the Ranger high in prestige, I, II, II, were able to
correctly identify the Ranger by name.

Conversely,

slightly over half who ranked the Ranger low, V, VI,
VII, were unable to state correctly the name of the Ran
ger.

The data at this level are not, however, conclusive

enough to indicate whether there is a relationship between
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knowing the Ranger and ranking him relatively high
occupationally.
Ninety per cent of the interviewees who ranked
the Ranger high in occupational prestige indicated
that woods burning should be regulated by law.

Only

63 per cent who ranked the Ranger low occupationally
believed that burning should be regulated.

These

differences are significant at the .01 level of
probability.

On the other hand, the belief that the

woods should be burned periodically or not at all was
found to have a negative relationship with whether the
Ranger was ranked high or low in occupational prestige.
Thirty-eight per cent who felt that woods should no
longer be burned ranked the Ranger high, but 55 per cent
who indicated that woods should be burned periodically
ranked the Ranger high.

There was no association

between belief that revenge was an important factor in
range burning with high or low prestige ranking of the
Ranger.
The Ranger^ Work Position and Its Evaluation by Residents
Interviewees were requested to indicate their
perception of the work of the Forest Ranger.

This proce

dure focuses upon differential aspects of the role
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structure of the Ranger’s status0

Some residents

perceive the Ranger playing different roles toward them
than toward others in their environmenti Moreover,
conditions in the forest frequently determine what
role the Ranger may play at a given time*

The existence

of a fire, planting trees, constructing bridges or fire
lanes, developing recreational sites— all imply a type
of interaction with local residents, and all such condi
tions define the role that the Ranger plays in each
instance.
The largest proportion of the universe, 47 per
cent, perceived the nature of the Ranger’s work as
reforestation and protective maintenance of the forest
resources and physical.facilities*

The next largest

proportion, 26 per cent, indicated that the Ranger was
primarily concerned with fire prevention and suppression.
■Five per cent saw him involved in the promotion of
forest-product utilization and recreation.

Four per cent

envisioned the Ranger as a law-enforcement officer.
Other miscellaneous roles— administrator, supervisor,
etc.— accounted for 17 per cent of the responses.
Age structure of the residents partially accounts
for these differences.

Older people tended to emphasize

the aspect of reforestation, whereas younger residents

tended to emphasize the fire prevention and suppression
aspects of his work.

The best explanation for this

difference follows.

The older population witnessed

the Forest Service come into their open range cut over
land and reforest it.

The younger essentially grew

up with these forests and saw the Ranger as one whose
responsibility was that of protecting the forests from
fire.

There was less opportunity for them to observe

the performance of the reforestation aspects of the
Ranger's work.
Together the interviewees* responses represent a
relatively accurate profile of who the Forest Ranger is
and what he does.

Not.all were unanimous regarding the

question whether the work of the Forest Ranger was
actually needed in the area.

A large majority, £6 per

cent, indicated that the work done by the ranger was
essential to the area.

Seven per cent stated otherwise,

and there was no information from another 7 per cent.
Those who reported that the ranger was no longer needed
also indicated their opinions on the question.

One

respondent stated, "The people can take care of their
own forests.”

Another reported, in a more positive vein,

"People now realize it is not necessary to burn,”
implying that the ranger, a fire protection officer, had
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already served his purpose.

Other responses indicating

opinions why the ranger was no longer needed are stated
here.
"Kills

timber (scrub oak hardwood)

isall he does."

"Kills

timber and runs wildlife off."

"Doesn’t do anything he is supposed to but stop
burning. Timber will grow better if burnt."
"Not needed anymore. Just about all land is
reforested and they are killing hardwood timber."
"Constructs fences, closes up free range."
Those interviewees who indicated that there was
no longer a need for the Ranger also manifested traditionalistic beliefs with one exception, and also were
critical of the Ranger’s work.

Of the nine respondents

who gave that answer, seven gave a negative evaluation
of the work

that the Ranger was doing. Eight out of

thenine believed that the woods should be burned
periodically.

Five out of eight (no information was

available for one respondent) felt that revenge was
important as a motivation for setting forest fires.
But six out of the nine indicated that they no longer
felt that woods burning was customary, rather, it
should be regulated by laws.

Theoretically, it was

expected that negative image as indicated above would
have been associated with the belief that customary
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burning was the acceptable pattern as periodic burn was
found to be.

This finding will be dealt with in the

discussion section below.
What do forest residents think of the work of the
Ranger?

The majority spoke of the Ranger!s work in

positive terms; that is, his work directly benefited
the development of forests and the general welfare of
the local community.

This was the opinion of 85 per

cent who were interviewed.

The remainder, 15 per cent,

were either ambivalent— the RangerTs work had both good
and bad aspects— or else indicated that his work was '
of no value for either forestry or the local cummunity.
Those who evaluated the work of the Forest Ranger
negatively may be described as follows.

There were no

differences in belief based on age or on whether the
resident owned or did not own cattle.

Those who

exhibited a negative image tended to hold traditional
beliefs regarding the use of fire in a forest environ
ment.

Ten out of 15 whose image of personnel was nega

tive were in favor of periodic burning rather than no
burning at all (no information was available for one
respondent).

Eight out of 14 felt that revenge was still

an important factor in fire setting (no information was
available from two).

A negative image, however, was not
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related to the belief concerning customary burning.
Thirteen out of 16 agreed that woods burning ought
to be regulated by laws.
INTERACTION BETWEEN RANGER
DISTRICT PERSONNEL AND FOREST RESIDENTS
Interaction between the actors of the two social
systems is inevitable; it is prescribed by role defi
nitions and legal sanctions.

Part of the definition

of fire prevention efforts by Forest Service personnel
is personal contact with the forest publics.

Personal

contact is intended as a mechanism of public relations
to the end that contemporary forestry values may be
communicated to the forest public and their cooperation
secured in the matter of range and forest management
and conservation.
Contact may have negative implications when, for
example, visitation by the Ranger in his fire investiga
tor role results in an image not as one concerned with
securing cooperation but one as a prosecutor of fireregulation violators.

Four per cent of the respondents

saw the major work of the ranger as law enforcement.
A considerable degree of interaction is also required,
since certain types of utilization practices in forests
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by the forest residents require the securing of permits
from the Ranger.

Permits are needed, for example, to

graze one’s cattle upon open range land, to gather pine
seeds in the proper season, or to build a fence or
gate when it impinges upon utilization of forest land.
The interviewees were requested to indicate the
amount of time since contact had been made with Forest
Service personnel.

Fifteen per cent reported no verbal

contact with the Ranger or other Service workers.

No

reasons were offered to explain this lack of communica
tion.

The largest proportion of respondents, 32 per

cent, indicated verbal contact with Service represen
tatives during the month prior to field research.
Another 24 per cent stated they had spoken with the
Ranger during the previous six months, and one in ten
reported such contact up to a year prior to the field
research.

Nine per cent said that it had been longer

than a year since speaking with the Ranger,

No infor

mation was available from 10 per cent of the respondents.
The nature of the contacts between actors of the
two systems involves Ranger’s visits with residents and
residents* visits to the Ranger District office.

Thirty-

four per cent of the universe described the Ranger’s
visits as friendly and personal in nature.

Thirteen per
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cent indicated the Ranger stopped to see them for busi
ness reasons, while 6 per cent stated his visits were
both friendly and business in nature.

Twenty-seven

per cent of the interviewees reported they had received
no visits from the Ranger.

The remaining 16 per cent

gave no information for the question.

Ostensibly a

’’friendly" visit or personal contact reflects a positive
rather than negative image of the Ranger.

It may or may

not be the means for bringing up mutually important
problems concerning their shared forest environment.
On the other hand, the perception that the Ranger’s
visit is business in nature would more directly indicate
that the interaction was defined more closely in terms
of forestry utilization or conservation.
No contact— visits by the Ranger— may indicate two
antithetical empirical realities.

The Ranger may feel

that the individual is a known cooperator, thereby,
releasing more time for personal contact with marginal
residents.

It may also indicate a situation between

two actors of the two social systems whose communication
has been blocked due to differential orientations.
There are a wide variety of reasons which would be
cause for any resident to visit the Ranger District office.
Fifty-eight per cent of the respondents reported going to
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the District office.

The remaining 42 per cent indicated

that they never visited the Ranger’s office.

The major

reason for such contact is the permit requirement for
activities within forest boundaries, including recreation
permits, building permits, grazing permits, or permits to
harvest pine seeds.

Another important reason is to seek

cooperation in burning a pasture.
Influence of interaction on belief structure.

The

importance of this type of contact as a variable more
closely associated with "correct” beliefs is indicated
by cattle owners who go to the Ranger District office
and those who do not go.

Seventy-seven per cent of

owners who do not go to the office state it is necessary
to burn woods periodically.

Only 52 per cent who visit

the District office agreed.

The difference is signifi

cant at the .10 level of probability.
The interaction described above is forced in the
sense that it is prescribed by legal sanctions regarding
range and forest utilization.

Interaction of this type

functions to bring together actors of social systems
having somewhat differential goal attainment and value
orientations.

In this manner, rural forest residents have

been exposed to the value orientation of contemporary
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reforestation and forest protection programs.
As stated earlier, many residents do not have,
occasion to speak with the Ranger; others have not had
verbal contact with the Ranger in over a year.

In spite

of lack of such contact, the majority, 22 of 27, stated
that woods burning should be regulated by law.

Sixteen

of the 27 also stated that woods should be burned
periodically (16 of the 27 were also cattle owners).
Revenge was cited as the reason why most people set fires
by 15 out of the 24 residents who never spoke with the
Ranger.
Infrequency of verbal contact has quantitatively
different implications regarding the residents image of
the local forester.

Eighteen of 24 had a positive rather

than negative evaluation of the ranger*s work.

Lack of

communication may, therefore, exist for entirely different
reasons than.conflicting interaction patterns or negative
status evaluations.
Interaction, or the absence of it, was also approached
in the research by determining, from the respondents’
point of view, the "visiting" patterns of the Ranger.
Those who indicated they had not been personally contacted
by the Ranger manifested the following patterns 'of belief
about fire.

Sixteen of 25 implicated revenge as the basic
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reason for fire setting: 17 of 19 stated it was necessary
to periodically burn woods; but 25 of 31 felt that woods
burning should be regulated by law.

Again lack of

personal visitation was not associated with a negative
evaluation of the Ranger’s work.

In fact, 22 of 29

residents who were not visited by the Ranger also recorded
a positive image of him.
Finally, interaction initiated by the residents
themselves was analyzed in terms of their belief structure.
Although 42 per cent indicated never having had occasion
to go to the Ranger District office, 37 of 45 manifested
a positive image toward the Ranger.

The same pattern

again was apparent for this lack of interaction.

Twenty-

nine of 46 would have the woods burned periodically
rather than not at all; 25 of 41 saw revenge as a reason
for fire setting; but 34 of 45 felt burning should be
controlled by legal regulations.
Although infrequency of interaction is not associated
with image (in each case there was a positive evaluation
of the Ranger’s work).

The data described above indi

cate that beliefs held reflect partly a traditional
and partly a contemporary orientation.

The residents

who had a minimum of interaction with the Ranger consis
tently held both revenge and periodic burning as
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important but also the belief that burning should be
regulated by law.
DISCUSSION
The position of Forest Ranger was ranked centrally
among seven occupations that existed in the study area.
An analysis of the Ranger position alone, however,
indicated that a high rank was more often affiliated
with the belief that burning should be regulated whereas
a low rank by respondents tended to be affiliated with
belief in the customary legitimization or range burning.
At the same time more respondents who believed the woods
should be burned periodically ranked the Ranger higher
than those who believed woods should not be burned, but
the difference was not statistically significant.
This same pattern of response was discovered for
respondents who manifested a negative evaluation of the
position of Forest Ranger.

Negative evaluation was

generally related to belief in periodic range burning
but also that burning should be regulated.

This parti

cular pattern of response indicates the acceptance of
apparently contradictory beliefs, one traditionalistic
and the other rationalistic.

On the one hand negative

image is related to the older pattern of cultural burning

rather than the belief that it is no longer necessary
to burn the range*

On the other hand, living in an

environment where one social system can enforce its
goals with legal sanction involves the general perception
of a new normative pattern communicated in several ways
that burning should be regulated.

Residents become

informed of these Forest Service norms through public
education and through observation of the consequences
when a fire setter is apprehended and convicted in
courts of law.

There develops an ideological acceptance

of one normative system associated with the competing
social system and a grassroots acceptance of a belief
that is closer to the behavioral level, namely, that
woods should be burned periodically.
Social interaction, defined, in this study as contact
with Ranger District personnel, or lack of it was not
found to be related to positive or negative image of
the personnel.

For example, $2 per cent who did not

visit the Ranger District office held a positive image
of the ranger and 76 per cent who had not been visited
by personnel held a positive image.
Nevertheless, interaction was generally found to be
related to the beliefs analyzed.

Residents who did not

go to the Ranger’s office generally believed in the
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necessity of periodic burning of the range, and those
who reported no visits by Service personnel believed
this also.

In short, residents who never spoke with

the Ranger, or who spoke with him only infrequently,
indicated generally that the range should be burned
periodically.

let, when analyzed according to the

same three variables of contact, those residents who
reported least interaction still believed that burning
should be regulated.
In the same manner as image, this pattern is hypo
thesized to represent differential acceptance of
traditional cultural patterns and modern ones.

The basis

for this problem grows out of the interaction between
a traditionalistic social system the forest residents
and a modern rational oriented social system.

The forest

residents are seated on the one hand in the continuity
of their cultural heritage, but on the other hand they
have been faced with new cultural patterns involving
redefinitions of the objects and practices which were
part of their social situation prior to the advent of
the Forest Service in the area.
The original hypotheses were only partially
acceptable.

Belief in periodic burning of the range and

in revenge as a basic motivation for fire setting were
found to be associated with negative image and with low
interaction as predicted.

This was not the case with

the predicted association between negative image and
low interaction and belief that range burning should
not be regulated by legal sanction.

High prestige was

associated with the acceptance of fire regulation but
negative evaluation and low interaction were also.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Many sources exist that implicate cultural and
sociological factors as underlying the problem of
man-caused forest fires in the South.

The overall

purpose of this study was to test the general propo
sition that beliefs in range burning would be
associated with cattle ownership; with the image of
the Forest Service as held by the resident forest
public, and with rate of social interaction between
foresters and forest residents.
RESULTS
Belief in Customary Burning without Regulation
Cattle ownership.

The hypothesis that the belief

would be associated with cattle ownership was tested
positively.

Nonowners believed more often than cattle

owners that burning should be regulated.

The differ

ence was significant at the .05 level of probability
according to the Chi-square test of association.

At

the same time the data indicated two-thirds each of all
cattle owners and all respondents felt regulation was
necessary.

This finding is in sharp contrast with

Weltner’s 1941 conclusion that 70 per cent of his
130
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sample manifested unfavorable beliefs toward fire
regulation.

The two belief patterns compared reveal

the transition in cultural beliefs held by both resi
dents and cattle owners.
Proportionately more older cattle owners (67 per
cent) than younger ones (53 per cent) believed burning
should be regulated, but the difference was not statis
tically significant.

A larger proportion of older

nonowners (79 per cent) held the belief that burning
should be regulated.

Cattle ownership is again seen

to bias the belief in the traditional direction.
Cattle ownership proved to be a stronger influence
than education.

At the .02 level of probability more

nonowners than owners, holding level of education
constant, believed burning should be regulated by laws.
Image.

The hypothesis that belief in customary

burning would be associated with negative image was
partially correct.

Residents who ranked the Forest

Ranger low in terms of occupational prestige tended to
maintain belief in customary burning.

On the other

hand negative evaluation of the Ranger’s work and the
opinion that the work was no longer necessary was most
often related to the belief that burning should be
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regulated.
Interaction.

The hypothesis that low or infrequent

interaction would be associated with the traditional
aspect of the belief was not correct.

Belief that

burning should be regulated did not vary with differ
ential rates of interaction.
Belief That Woods Should Be Burned Periodically
Cattle ownership.

The hypothesis that periodic

burning would be associated with cattle ownership was
not conclusively proven.

A larger proportion of

nonowners, 72 per cent, than owners, 60 per cent, felt
woods should be burned periodically, but the difference
between the proportions was not significant.
A conclusive finding developed, however, in
support of the tendency for owners to hold to a lesser
extent than nonowners belief in periodic burning.
Holding age constant, it was discovered that younger
owners more than younger nonowners believed burning
was no longer necessary.

The association was signifi

cant at the .10 level.
Interaction.

Cattle owners reported more inter

action with Ranger District personnel than nonowners.
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This is primarily a function of requisite contact
between the actors of their respective social systems
concerning the regulation of cattle grazing.

Low rates

of interaction was significantly associated with belief
in periodic burning at the .10 level.

Residents who

reported fewest contacts initiated by the Ranger generally
believed in the necessity of periodic burning.
Image.

The hypothesis that belief in periodic

^burning would be associated with negative image was
correct.

The majority of respondents who manifested

negative evaluations of the work the Ranger was doing
believed periodic burning was necessary as did those
respondents who stated his work was not necessary to the
area.
Belief That Most Fires Are Caused by People Who Want
Revenge
Cattle Owners.

The hypothesis that revenge is a

motivation for burning would be associated with cattle
ownership was not correct.

A significant difference

did appear, however, in the opposite direction.

Belief

in revenge burning was held to a greater extent by
nonowners than owners.
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Image.

Negative image was associated with revenge

as the motivational force behind most burning.

This

was the case for both those who evaluated the Rangerfs
work negatively and those who indicated that the work
done by the Ranger was no longer necessary.

The hypo

thesis that revenge burning would be associated with
negative image was acceptable.
Interaction.

More residents who never spoke with

the Ranger believed that most fires were caused by
people who wanted revenge.

Those who were never visited

by the ranger most often felt revenge was an important
factor.

Thus the hypothetical association predicted

between low rates of interaction and revenge burning
was acceptable.
THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
The research problem was defined in terms of
social subsystems which were systemically linked
through the process of sharing the use of certain
objects in an environment common to both,

A National

Forest, timber, and range come to have differential
specialized meanings for the actors of the two subsys
tems.

This is a result of the process of evaluation
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according to the manner in which the objects are used
in the respective goal attainment patterns of the two
subsystems.
The successful integration of the inclusive system
of action comprised by the two subsystems involves a
minimum level of adjustment of goals and supporting
cultural beliefs toward the end of developing internal
harmony in the action situation.

At the outset, this

involved the adjustment of national long-range goals and
traditional short-range goals of the two subsystems.
Adaptation
The advent of the Forest Service to the study area
resulted in the restructuring of the environment from
traditional legitimization to legal-rational legitimi
zation regarding forest and range utilization.

The

source of social control shifted to the Forest Service
which had legal authorization to sanction its program
of forest management, protection, and utilization.

The

major change was required of the rural system.
One of the first reactions of the rural system to
the Forest Service was an organized resistance movement
that involved simultaneously set fires throughout the
Ranger District.

This program ultimately proved
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unsuccessful.

During the same period, however, the

majority of residents (70 per cent of a study sample
in 1941) were characterized by beliefs unfavorable
to the fire regulations which had been set up by the
Forest Service.
After a period of 20 years two-thirds of all
respondents were in favor of fire regulations.

Two-

thirds of cattle owners were also in favor of fire
regulations.

This change in belief pattern reflects

the ideological adaptation of forest residents to the
normative system growing out of Service policies for
the Ranger District.

Although con'siderable adapta

tion has occurred, there still persist observable
patterns of acceptance of older traditional beliefs.
Pattern Maintenance
The change in cultural patterns in the Ranger
District has resulted in two observable patterns of
acceptance of Forest Service norms that vary according
to cattle ownership, image of forestry personnel, and
social interaction.

Cattle ownership and social inter

action are structural aspects of the action situation
of the respective actors of the two subsystems and
function as pattern-maintenance mechanisms.
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Cattle owners under age 50 significantly held the
belief that periodic burning is no longer necessary
more than nonovmers under 50 years of age.

But nonowners

held the belief that burning should be regulated signifi
cantly more frequently than owners.

The persistence to

maintain belief in nonregulated burning is related to
cattle ownership.

This is expected because the cultural

legacy at least two decades earlier was one of customary
rights of use of open range and periodic burning to
facilitate cattle grazing.
Since the advent of the Forest Service in Vernon
Parish in the late 1930’s, the legal structure included,
among other policies, the regulation of cattle grazing.
The range was fenced and a grazing fee for each cow
grazed was charged residents.

This structure defined

and required social interaction among cattle owners
and forestry personnel.

The position is taken here that

such contact functioned as a mechanism to differentially
expose cattle owners to Forest Service norms of fire
regulation as well as to general values of forestry
conservation and management.

This conclusion is sup

ported by data indicating younger cattle owners, who
reported more types of contact with forestry personnel,
agreed more frequently than younger nonowners
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that periodic burning is no longer necessary.
Cattle ownership as a pattern maintenance variable
functions to maintain a traditional ideology that burning
should not be regulated; however, because of the contact
required with forestry personnel, cattle owners are intro
duced to and accept rationalistic standards of fire
regulation.

The overall pattern is seen, therefore, as

undergoing transition.

The change was brought about by

the input (Forest Service organization and policy) of new
elements in the traditional patterns of goal attainment
activity of an earlier period.
Integration
As indicated previously, a low degree of integration
was characteristic of the two subsystems when initial
contact was made over two decades ago.

With the adapta

tion of the rural forest residents to the normative
structure imposed on the forest environment by the Service,
the level of integration between the two subsystems has
correspondingly risen.

A relative stability has been

reestablished in the general action situation (reequili
bration in Parson*s sense).

Theoretically, this tendency will persist as a
forest economy based on a contemporary policy of
sustained yield-multiple use continues to develop
and have a beneficial impact upon the Forest District
residents.
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A STUDY OF SELECTED
ATTITUDES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF FOREST RESIDENTS
IN VERNON PARISH, LOUISIANA
LouisianaAgriculture Experiment Station
Department of Rural Sociology
and
CooperatingAgencies
La. AES No. 1137
Name
Interviewer
Schedule No.

Date

Road Type

m

Dirt; / / Gravel; / /Paved

A, PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Age at last birthday?
Marital status: / 7 never married /~~7 separated
/ /married
a / d
ivorced
/ /widowed
Educational attainment:
some grade school (1-7 years)
completed grade school (3years)
some high school (1-3 years)
completed high school (4years)
some college (1-3 years)
completed college (4years)
no schooling at all
Occupation:
a* Retired?

£7y«i

CJ

no;

b. If yes. what kind of work were you doing when you
retired?
■
c. What kind of work have you done most of your life?
d. What kind ofwork are you presently doing?
e« Suppose you had a 16-year-old son just starting
out in life who could do anything he desired* He
could get all the special training that he might
need for any job you might think of* What kind of
job or workwould you like to see him go into?
Have you always lived in the Kisatchie?

hit.y«»; EU no
If no to Question 5 ,how long have you lived here?
(
years)
Ifno to Question 5 ,where did you live before moving
Here?_______________________________________
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B. Type of Residence
8. Number ofacres on this place:/'/ less than 10acres
/ /more than 10 acres
/ /house and yard only
9* If less than 10acres In Question 6. were any crops
sold lastyear for $250 or more?/"/ yes; f jno.
10* If 10 acres ormore In Question 8> were any crops sold
last year for $50 ormore? / / yes; / / no.
C. Tenure Classification
11. Number of acres operated for all crops, woodland, and
pastures?
•
12. Of this total, howmany do you own?
13. Of this total, howmany do you rent (lease from
government)?
14. If any land is rented does landlord furnish any
equipment?
15. If any land is rented is rent paidwith shares of the
crop produced? / r7 yes; / 7 no*
D.

Type of Farm Operation

16. Number of acres in crops?
17* Number of acres inwoodland?
16. Howmany head of cattle?
19. Do you use forest range landfor grazing cattle?
r t yes; !~T no.
20. Howmanyhead of other livestock (sheep, swine, etc.)?
Use forest range land to graze them?

EH yes; eh no.
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E. Household Conveniences

sm

piped water (hot
/ / automobile (year
j
inside flush toilet
(make
I
bath or shower
electricity
radio
telephone
television
electric, gas range
kitchen sink
electric sewingmachine
newspaper (daily orweekly)
mechanical refrigerator
(
name
)
home freezer
automatic Washing
machine (other
) j J magazine (farm, men, women)
(name
vacuum sweeper
(name
piano
(
name

e

F. Formal and Informal Participation
attends
oTten occasionally seidom-never
.school athletic events
24* church socials

23

.dances
26* movies
25

27* Ask respondent to name his six closest neighbors

23* How often do you visit in each of the homes of the
neighbors listed?
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29. How often do each of the neighbors listed visit in your
home?

30

• If youwere working on a task which required additional
help, who would you ask to help you?

31. What organizations (church, trade union, etc.) do you
attend or are youa member of?
(attend £or more of meetings/-7 yes;
/ /no.
(attend £ or more of meetings/ /yes;/ /no.
G. Image of Foresters
32* Of the following who is the most respected person? Then
rank in descending order the others on the basis of
amount of respect accorded them.
Public school teacher
___________
County agent
Forest ranger
Minister
School principal
Person who works for the reforestry group
Police juror fromthis ward
33

. What do you think the work of the Forest Ranger is?

34

. What do you think of this work?

35

. What do you think the work of the county agent is?
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36• Do you think that the work of the county agent,is needed
around here? e 7 yes; / 7 no. Why?
37. Do you think thatthe work of the ForestRanger is needed
around here?
yes; / / no. Why?

ej

33* What do you thinkof thework of the ForestRanger?

. In your opinionwhat is the difference between a forester
who works for a private company and one who works for the
government?
I

----------------

-

- -

■

;■

■

-

39

- --

40* What is the name of the local county agent?
41. What is the name of the area forest ranger?
42. When was the last time you spoke to the county agent?
43

. When was the last time you spoke to the Ranger?

44

. When the forest ranger visits you, is his visit always
business or does he sometimes just drop by for a friendly
visit?

45

. When you go to the forest ranger, do you go to see about

EJ
ej
EJ
CJ
EJ

leasing pasture land
permits to build gates
burning your own land when you are ready to
grazing permits
any other reason. Explain:

c
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H* Adoption of Practices
46* Forestry (ifapplicable—if interviewee has woodland).

£^V«si Z=7=o
Have you ever made a road through your
timber to assist harvest and manage*
ment?
£Z7ye®; £3Tno
Do youhave a definite plan for growing
and harvesting timber?
£_7y®s>
Do you remove cull trees in order to give
better trees room to grow?
Z_7yes>£^no
Do you have your timber measured before
making a sale?
ZZJy®8; O h o
Do you sell your timber on the basis of
a written contract?
ZZJy®®;
Do you select and mark trees to be cut? 2Z7y«s»£17®°
Have you constructed fire lanes in your
timber stand?
^ZJyes; £17®°
Do you get bids on your timber before
making a sale?
£Z7yes; O h o

£Z7y®s>o®°
47• Farming and livestock (ifapplicable)
.
When you plant corn do you thick space
it, 13 to Id inches?
Do you plant hybrid seed corn?
Have you had-soil chemically tested to
be sure of what fertilizer to use?
Do youmow pasture to control weeds?
Maintain improved pasture for livestock?
Do you use purebred livestock for
breeding?
Supplemental feeding of livestock in
winter?
Keep written records of money spent and
received from farming operations?

f /yes; / 7no
iCJyes; jTJno

f 7yes;/ /no
/ 7yes; / 7no
/ /yes;/ /no
/ 7yes; /1/no
£3Tyes; C J ™

! /yes; / /no
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I. Knowledge and Attitudes toward Forest and Fire
Howoften do you listen to the countyagent*s radio
program?
49# When did you last see a television program on forestry?
50• When did you last see a film strip or hear a talk by a
reforestry man on forest conservation and fire prevention?
51• Are you familiar with the reforestation program in this
area? / /yes;
If yes, what do you think the pur
pose of this program is?
52* How often in your opinion should woods be burned to keep
them clean and to provide the best grazing conditions for
livestock?
53* How do you go about reporting a fire in this area?
54* Have you ever reported a fire? f /yes: / /no. When
did you report a fire?
55

. When did you last read a newspaper article on forest
fires or forest conservation programs?

56* If answered Question 5 5 ,ask, what did you get out of
_
these articles?^___________________________
57

. Have any of your children been members of school 4-H Clubs?
/ /yes; / /no. Have you ever talked with him about
farming and forestry practices which he learned in 4-H?
/ /yes; /"/no.
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5&* Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Trees are of little value in keeping the soil from
washingaway*
Agree__________ Disagree
Don't Know
They’
re damming up to many creeks and rivers in this
parish*
Agree________ Disagree
Don’
t Know
Only if land can't be used for farming should it be used
for trees*
Agree_______ Disagree
Don’
t Know
Putting money into growing trees is a poor investment*
Agree_______ Disagree
Don’
t Know
The future of this area’s economy lies largely in the
development and use of the forests*
Agree .
Disagree
Don’
tKnow
Trees should be considered an important crop*
Agree_________ Disagree
Don't Know
You don't have to worry about trees because Mother
Nature will always take care of trees*
Agree________ Disagree
Don’
tKnow
A lot of fires today are caused by people who want
revenge*
Agree _______ Disagree
Qon’
tKnow
People who burn for some beneficial purpose should be
responsible for controlling their fire*
Agree ______
Disagree
Don'tKnow
More wild fires are started carelessly than intentionally*
Agree _ _ _ _ _
Disagree
Don’
tKnow
Too many people do not realize the danger involved in
burning the woods*
Agree________ Disagree
Don’
tKnow
Persons who carelessly set forest fires should be held
responsible*
Agree
Disagree
Don’
tKnow
Persons who intentionally set forest fires on other
people's land shouldbe prosecuted as criminals*
Agree_________ Disagree
Don’
tKnow
Most people in a community knowwho sets forest fires*
Agree__________ Disagree
Don'tKnow
More fires that get out of hand are startedcarelessly
than intentionally*
Agree________ Disagree
Don'tKnow
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If theywanted to, the foresters could find out exactly
who sets most fires.
Agree ___________ Disagree
Don*tKnow
Since the use of fire in the woods is so common and
acceptable, little is ever done to punish fire setters.
Agree___________ Disagree
Don*tKnow
Firing the woods is an established customthat should not
be regulated by laws.
Agree _ _ _ _ _ Disagree
Don*tKnow
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